
 



THE NATURE OF GOTHIC A CHAP^
TER OF THE STONES OF VENICE.
BYJOHN RUSKIN.



PREFACE.
HEChapter which is here put be^
fore the reader can he well conskh
ered as a separate piece of work,
although it contains here & there
references towhat has gone before
in The Stones of Venice* To my

mind, and I believe to some others, it is one of the
most important things written by the author, &
in future days willbe considered as one ofthe very
fewnecessaryand inevitable utterances ofthecen^
tury* CTo some ofus when we first read it, now
many years ago, it seemed topoint outanew road
on which the world should travel* And in spite of
all the disappointments of forty years, and ah
though some ofus, John Ruskin amongstothers,
have since learned what the equipment for that
journey must be, and how many things must be
changed before we are equipped, yet we can still
see no other way out of the folly and degradation
of Civilization* C For the lesson which Ruskin
here teaches us is thatart is the expression ofman's
pleasure in labour; that it is possible for man to
rejoice in his work, for, strange as it may seem to
us to-day, there have been times when he did re^
joice in it; and lastly, that unless man'swork once
again becomes a pleasure to him, the token bf
which change will be that beauty is once again a
natural and necessary accompanimentofproduce



tive labour, allbut the worthless must toil inpain,
and therefore live inpain* So that the result ofthe
thousands of years of man's effort on the earth
must be general unhappiness and universal de/
gradation; unhappiness & degradation, the con*'
scious burden ofwhichwill grow inproportion to
the growth of man's intelligence,knowledge, and
power over material nature*
Ifthis be true, as I for one most firmly believe, it
follows that the hallowing of labour by art is the
one aim for us at the presentday* C IfPolitics are
to be anything else thanan empty game, more ex*'
citing but less innocent than thosewhich are con/
fessedly games of skill or chance, it is toward this
goal or the happiness of labour that they must
make* C Science has in these latter days made
such stupendous strides, and is attended by such
a crowd ofvotaries, manyofwhom are doubtless
single/hearted, and worship in her not the purse
ofriches and power, but the casket ofknowledge,
thatshe seems to need no more than a little humil/
ity to temper the insolence of her triumph,which
has taught us everything excepthowto be happy*
Man has gained mechanical victory over nature,
which in time to come he may be able to enjoy, in/
steadofstarving amidstof it* In those days science
also maybe happy; yetnot before the secondbirth
of art, accompanied by the happiness of labour,
has given her rest from the toil ofdragging the car
of Commerce* C Lastly it may well be that the
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human face will never cease striving to solve the
problem ofthe reason for its own existence; yet it
seems to me that it may do this in a calmer and
more satisfactory moodwhen it has not to ask the
question, ’Why were we born tq be so miserable ?
but rather,Why were we born to be so happy?
CAt least it maybe said that there is time enough
for us to deal with this problem, and that it need
not engross the best energies of mankind, when
there is so much to do otherwhere*
But for this aim of at last gaining happiness
through our daily and necessary labour, the time
is short enough, the need so urgent, that we may
well wonder that those who groan under the bur-
den of unhappiness can think of anything else;
and we may well admire and love the man who
here called the attention of English-speaking
people to this momentous subject, and that with
such directness and clearness of insight, that his
words could not be disregarded* C. I know indeed
that Ruskin is not the first man who has put for¬
ward the possibility and theurgent necessity that
men should take pleasure in Labour; for Robert
Owen showed how by companionship and good
will labour mightbemadeatleastendurable; & in
France Charles Fourier dealt with the subject at
great length; & the whole ofhis elaborate system
for the reconstruction of society is founded on the
certain hope ofgaining pleasure in labour* But in
their times neither Owen nor Fourier could pos-
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sibly have found the key to the problem with
which Ruskinwas provided* Fourierdepends, not
on art for the motive power of the realization of
pleasure in labour, but on incitements, which,
though they would not be lacking in any decent
state ofsociety, are rather incidental than essential
parts of pleasurable work; and on reasonable ar/
rangements, which would certainly lighten the
burden of labour, but would not procure for it the
elementofsensuous pleasure, which is the essence
of all true art* Nevertheless, it must be said that
Fourier and Ruskin were touched by the same
instinct, and it is instructive and hopeful to note
how they arrived at the same point by such very
different roads*
Some readers will perhaps wonder that in this
importantChapter of Ruskin I have found it ne^
cessary to consider the ethical 8C political, rather
than what would ordinarily be thought, the a,u
tistic side of it* I must answer, that, delightful as
is that portion of Ruskin's workwhich describes,
analyses, and criticises art, old and new, yet this
is not after all the most characteristic side of his
writings* Indeed from the time at which he wrote
this chapter here reprinted, those ethical & poli'
tical considerations have never been absent from
his criticism of art; and, in my opinion, it is just
this part ofhis work, fairly begun in the “ Nature
ofGothic” and brought to its culmination in that
great book “Unto this Last,” which has had the
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most enduring and beneficent effect on his con/-
temporaries, and will have through them on suc^
ceeding generations*® John Ruskin the critic of
art has not only given the keenest pleasure to
thousands of readers by his life-like descriptions,
and the ingenuity and delicacy of his analysis of
works ofart, but he has let a flood ofdaylight in*
to the cloud ofsham/>technical twaddlewhichwas

once the whole substance of “art'Criticism,” and
is still its staple, and that is much* But it is far
more thatJohn Ruskin the teacher ofmorals and
politics (I do not use this word in the newspaper
sense),has done serious and solid work towards
that new.'birth ofSociety, withoutwhich genuine
art, the expression ofman's pleasure inhis handi*
work, must inevitably cease altogether, and with
it the hopes ofthe happiness ofmankind*

WILLIAM MORRIS,
Kelmscott House, Hammersmith*

Feb 15th, 1892*



THE NATURE OF GOTHIC*
E are now about to
enterupon the ex*
animation of that
school ofVenetian
architecture which
forms an interme/
diate step between
the Byzantine and
Gothic forms; but
which I find may

be conveniently considered in its connexion
with the latter style* C In order thatwe may
discern the tendency of each step of this
change, it will be wise in the outset to en^
deavour to form some general ideaofits final
result* We know already what the Byzan^
tinearchitecture is fromwhich the transition
was made, butwe ought to know something
of the Gothic architecture into which it led*
<T I shall endeavour therefore to give the
reader in this chapter an idea, at once broad
and definite, of the true nature of Gothic
architecture, properly so called; not of that
ofVenice only, but ofuniversal Gothic: for
itwill be one ofthemost interesting parts of
our subsequent inquiry, to find out how far
Venetian architecture reached the universal



The Nature
ofGothic

or perfect typeofGothic, and how far it either fell
short of it, or assumed foreign and independent
forms*

HE principal difficulty in doing
this arises from the fact that every
building of the Gothic period di&
fers in some important respect
from every other; and many in^
elude features which, if they oc*

curred in other buildings, would not be considers
ed Gothic at all; so that all we have to reason

upon is merely, if I may be allowed so to express
it, a greater or less degree of Gothicness in each
building we examine* And it is this Gothicness,
(the characterwhich, accordingas it is foundmore
orless in abuilding, makes it more or less Gothic),
ofwhich I want to define the nature; and I feel
the same kind of difficulty in doing so which
would be encountered by anyone who undertook
to explain, for instance, the Nature of Redness,
without any actually red thing to point to, but
only orange and purple things* Suppose he had
only a piece of heather and a dead oak^leaf to do
it with* He might say, the colour which is mixed
with the yellow in this oak^leaf, and with the blue
in this heather, would be red, if you had it separx
ate; but it would bedifficult, nevertheless, to make
the abstraction perfectly intelligible: and it is so
in a far greater degree to make the abstraction of
the Gothic character intelligible, because that
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character itself is made up ofmanymingled ideas, The Nature
and can consist only in their union* CThat is to ofGothic
say, pointed arches do not constitute Gothic, nor
vaulted roofs, nor flying buttresses, nor grotesque
sculptures; but all or some of these things, and
many other things with them, when they come
together so as to have life*

BSERVE also, that, in the defi/
nition proposed, I shall only en/
deavour to analyze the idea which
I suppose already to exist in the
reader's mind* We all have some

notion, most of us a very deter/
mined one, of the meaning of the term Gothic;
but I know that many persons have this idea in
their minds without being able to define it: that
is to say, understanding generally that ^Xfestmin/
ster Abbey is Gothic, and St* Paul's is not, that
Strasburg Cathedral is Gothic, and St* Peter's is
not, they have, nevertheless, no clear notion of
what it is that they recognize in the one or miss
in the other, such as would enable them to say
how far the work at Westminster or Strasburg is
good and pure of its kind; still less to say of any
nondescript building, like St* James's Palace or
Windsor Castle, howmuch rightGothic element
there is in it, and how much wanting* And I be/
lieve this inquiry to be a pleasant and profitable
one; and that therewill be found something more
than usually interesting in tracing out this grey,



The Nature shadowy, many^pinnacled image of the Gothic
of Gothic spirit within us; and discerning what fellowship

there is between it and our Northern hearts*
C And if, at anypoint of the inquiry, I should in^
terfere with anyof the reader's previously formed
conceptions, and use the term Gothic in anysense
which hewould not willinglyattach to it, I do not
ask him to accept, but only to examine and underx
stand, my interpretation, as necessary to the in^
telligibilityofwhat follows in the rest ofthework*

E have, then, the Gothic character
submitted to our analysis, just as
the rough mineral is submitted to
thatofthe chemist, entangledwith
many other foreign substances,itself perhaps in no place pure, or

ever to be obtained or seen in purity formore than
an instant; but nevertheless a thing of definite
and separate nature; however inextricable orcon^
fused in appearance* Now observe: the chemist
defines his mineral by two separate kinds ofchar^
acter; one external, its crystalline form, hardness,
lustre, etc*; the other internal, the proportions and
nature of its constituent atoms* Exactly in the
same manner, we shall find that Gothic architect
ture has external forms and internal elements*
Its elements are certain mental tendencies of the
builders, legibly expressed in it; as fancifulness,
love ofvariety, love of richness, & such others* Its
external forms are pointed arches, vaulted roofs,
etc* And unlessboth the elements & the forms are
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there, we have no right to call the style Gothic* The Nature
It is not enough that it has the Form, if it have ofGothic
not also thepower and life* It is not enough that it
has the Power, if it have not the form* we must
therefore inquire into each of these characters suc^
cessively; and determine first,what is the Mental
Expression, & secondly,what the Material Form
ofGothic architecture,properly so called* C First,
Mental Power or Expression* What characters,
we have to discover, did the Gothic builders love,
or instinctively express in their work, as distim
guished from all other builders ?

ET us go back for a moment to our
chemistry, & note that, in defining
a mineral by its constituent parts,
it is not one nor another of them,
that can make up the mineral, but
the union of all: for instance, it is

neither in charcoal, nor in oxygen, nor in lime,
that there is the making of chalk, but in the com/-
bination ofall three ifi certain measures; they are
all found in very different things from chalk, and
there is nothing like chalk either in charcoal or in
oxygen,but they are nevertheless necessary to its
existence* CSo in the various mental characters
which make up the soul of Gothic* It is not
one nor another that produces it; but their union
in certain measures* Each one of them is found
in many other architectures beside Gothic; but
Gothic cannot exist where they are not found, or,
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The Nature
ofGothic

at least, where their place is not in some way sup^
plied* Only there is this great difference between
the compositionofthe mineralandof the architect
tural style, that ifwe withdraw one of its elements
from the stone, its form is utterlychanged, and its
existence as such and such a mineral is destroyed;
but if we withdraw one of its mental elements
from the Gothic style, it is onlya little less Gothic
than it was before, and the union of two or three
of its elements is enough already to bestow a
certain Gothicness of character, which gains in
intensity as we add the others, and loses as we

rain withdraw them*
BELIEVE, then, thatthe charac^
teristic ormoral elements ofGothic
are the following,placed in the order
of their importance:
i* Savageness*
2* Changefulness.

3* Naturalism*
4* Grotesqueness*
5* Rigidity*
6* Redundance*
CThese characters are here expressed as belongs
ing to the building; as belonging to the builder,
they would be expressed thus: x* Savageness or
Rudeness* 2* LoveofChange* 3* Love ofNature*
4. Disturbed Imagination. 5* Obstinacy* 6* Gen^
erosity* And I repeat, that the withdrawal ofany
one, orany two,will notatonce destroy the Gothic
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character ofa building, but the removal of a ma/ Savageness
jority of them will* I shall proceed to examine
them in their order*

AVAGENESS* I am

not sure when the word
“ Gothic ” was firstgene/
rically applied to the ar/
chitecture of the North;
but I presume that,what/
ever the date of its origi/
nal usage, it was intend/
ed to imply reproach,and
express thebarbaric char/

acter of the nations among whom that architect/
ure arose* It never implied that they were liter/
ally ofGothic lineage, Far less that their architect/
ure had been originally invented by the Goths
themselves; but it did imply that they and their
buildings together exhibited a degree ofsternness
and rudeness, which, in contradistinction to the
character of Southern and Eastern nations, ap/
peared like a perpetual reflection of the contrast
between the Goth and the Roman in their first
encounter* And when that fallen Roman, in the
utmost impotence of his luxury, and insolence
of his guilt, became the model for the imitation
of civilized Europe, at the close of the so/called
Dark ages, the word Gothic became a term ofun/
mitigated contempt, not unmixed with aversion.
From that contempt, by the exertion of the an/
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Savageness tiquaries and architects of this century, Gothic
architecture has been sufficiently vindicated; and
perhaps some among us, in our admiration ofthe
magnificent science of its structure, & sacredness
of its expression, might desire that the term of
ancient reproach should be withdrawn, and some
other of more apparent honourableness, adopted
in its place* There is no chance, as there is no need,
of such a substitution* As far as the epithet was
used scornfully, it was used falsely; but there is no
reproach in the word, rightly understood; on the
contrary, there is a profound truth, which the in'
stinct of mankind almost unconsciously recog'
nizes* It is true, greatly and deeply true, that the
architecture of the North is rude and wild; but it
is not true, that, for this reason, we are to condemn
it, or despise* Far otherwise: I believe it is in this
very character that it deserves our profoundest
reverence*

HE charts oftheworldwhich have
been drawn up by modern science
have thrown into a narrow space
the expression ofa vast amount of
knowledge, but I have never yet
seen any one pictorial enough to

enable the spectator to imagine the kind ofcon'
trast in physical character which exists between
Northern and Southern countries* We know the
differences in detail, but we have not that broad
glance and grasp which would enable us to feel
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themin their fulness*Weknow thatgentians grow Savageness
on the Alps, and olives on the Apennines; butwe
do not enough conceive for ourselves that varies
gated mosaic of the world's surface which a bird
sees in its migration, that difference between the
district of the gentian and of the olive which the
stork and the swallow see faroff, as they lean upon
the sirocco wind* ([ Let us, for a moment, try to
raise ourselves even above thelevel oftheir flight,
and imagine the Mediterranean lying beneath us
like an irregular lake, and all its ancient promon/
tories sleeping in the sun: here and therean angry
spot of thunder, a grey stain of storm, moving
upon the burning field; and here and there a fixed
wreath ofwhite volcano smoke, surroundedby its
circle ofashes; but for the most part a great peaces
fulness of light, Syria and Greece, Italy & Spain,
laid like pieces ofa golden pavement into the sea/
blue, chased, as we stoop nearer to them, with
bossy beatenworkofmountain chains, & glowing
softlywith terraced gardens, & flowers heavywith
frankincense, mixed among masses of laurel, and
orange, and plumy palm, that abate with their
grey/green shadows the burning of the marble
rocks, & ofthe ledges of porphyry sloping under
lucent sand* Then let us pass farther towards the
north, untilwe seethe orientcolours change gradu/
ally into a vast belt ofrainy green, where the pas/
tures ofSwitzerland, & poplar valleys of France,
and dark forests ofthe Danube and Carpathians
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Savageness stretch from the mouths of the Loire to those of
the Volga, seen through clefts in grey swirls of
rain^cloud & flaky veils of the mist ofthe brooks,
spreading low along the pasture lands: and then,
farther north still, to see the earth heave into
mighty masses of leaden rock and heathy moor,
bordering with a broad waste of gloomy purple
that belt of field and wood, SC splintering into ir^
regular & grisly islands amidst the northern seas,
beaten by storm, and chilled by ice/drift, and tor^
mentedby furious pulses ofcontending tide, until
the roots of the last forests fail from among the
hill ravines, & the hunger ofthe north wind bites
their peaks into barrenness; and, at last, the wall
of ice, durable like iron, sets, deathlike, its white
teeth against us out of the polar twilight* And,
having once traversed in thought this gradation
ofthezoned iris of the earth in all its materialvast'

ness, let us go down nearer to it, and watch the
parallel change in the beltofanimal life; the muL
titudes ofswift and brilliant creatures that glance
in the air & sea, or tread the sands of the southern
zone; striped zebras and spotted leopards, glis'
tening serpents, and birds arrayed in purple and
scarlet. C Let us contrast their delicacy and brih
liancy ofcolour, and swiftness ofmotion,with the
frost/cramped strength, and shaggycovering, and
duskyplumage of the northern tribes; contrast the
Arabian horse with the Shetland, the tiger and
leopard with the wolfand bear, the antelopewith
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the elk; the bird of paradise with the osprey: and Savageness
then; submissively acknowledging the great laws
by which the earth and all that it bears are ruled
throughout their being; let us not condemn; but
rejoice in the expression by man of his own rest
in the statutes of the lands that gave him birth*
Let us watch him with reverence as he sets side
by side the burning gems, and smooths with soft
sculpture the jasper pillars, that are to reflect a
ceaseless sunshine, and rise into a cloudless sky:
but not with less reverence let us stand by him,
when,with rough strength and hurried stroke, he
smites an uncouth animation out of the rocks
which he has torn from among the moss of the
moorland, and heaves into the darkened air the
pile of iron buttress and ruggedwall, instinct with
a work ofan imagination as wild and wayward as
the northern sea; creations ofungainly shape and
rigid limb, but full of wolfish life; fierce as the
winds that beat, and changeful as the clouds that
shade them* C There is, I repeat, no degradation,
no reproach in this, but all dignity and honour^
ableness: andwe should err grievously in refusing
either to recognize as an essential character of the
existing architecture ofthe North, or to admitas a
desirable character in thatwhich ityetmaybe, this
wildness of thought, and roughness of work; this
lookofmountain brotherhoodbetween thecathe^
dral and the Alp; this magnificence of sturdy
power, put forth only the more energetically be^
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Savageness cause the fine finger✓touch was chilled awayby the
frostywind,&the eye dimmed bythemooivmist,
or blinded by the hail; this outspeaking of the
strong spirit ofmen who maynotgather redunds
ant fruitage from the earth,notbask in dreamybe/
nignity or sunshine, but must break the rock for
bread, and cleave the forest for fire, & show, even
inwhat theydid for their delight, some ofthehard
habits of the arm and heart that grew on them as
they swung the axe or pressed the plough*

| F, however,the savageness ofGoths
ic architecture, merelyas an express
sion of its origin among Northern
nations, maybe considered, in some
sort, a noble character, it possesses
a higher nobility still, when consis

dered as an index, not of climate, but of religious
principle* C In the 13th and 14th paragraphs of
ChapterXXI* ofthe firstvolume ofThe Stones
ofVenice, it was noticed that the systems of ars
chitectural ornament, properly so called, might
be divided into three: i* Servile ornament, in
which the execution orpowerof the inferiorworks
man is entirely subjected to the intellect of the
higher; 2* Constitutional ornament, in which
the executive inferior power is, to a certain point,
emancipated and independent, havinga will ofits
own, yet confessing its inferiority and rendering
obedience to higher powers; ana 3* Revolutions
ary ornament, in which no executive inferiority
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is admitted at all. I must here explain the nature Savageness
of these divisions at somewhat greater length.
C OfServile ornament, the principal schools are
the Greek, Ninevite and Egyptian; but their ser^
vility is of different kinds. The Greek master^
workman was far advanced in knowledge and
power above the Assyrian or Egyptian. Neither
he nor those for whom he worked could endure
the appearance of imperfection in anything; and,
therefore,what ornament heappointed tobe done
bythose beneath himwas composed ofmere geo**
metrical forms, balls, ridges, and perfectly sym^
metrical foliage, which could be executed with
absolute precision by line and rule, and were as
perfect in their way, when completed, as his own
figure sculpture. The Assyrian and Egyptian,on
the contrary, less cognisant of accurate form in
anything, were content to allow their figure sculps
turetobe executed by inferiorworkmen, but low^
ered the method or its treatment to a standard
which every workman could reach, and then
trained him by discipline so rigid, that there was
no chance ofhis falling beneath the standard ap/'
pointed. The Greek gave to the lower workman
no subject which he could not perfectly execute.
The Assyrian gave him subjects which he could
only execute imperfectly, but fixed a legal stands
ard for his imperfection. The workman was, in
both systems, a slave. C The third kind oforna^
ment, the Renaissance, is that in which the inv
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Savageness ferior detail becomes principal, the executor of
every minor portion being required to exhibit
skill andpossess knowledge as greatas thatwhich
is possessed by the master of the design; and in
the endeavour to endow him with this skill and
knowledge, his own original power is overwhelm/
ed, and the whole building becomes a wearisome
exhibition ofwell/educated imbecility* "We must
fully inquire into the nature of this form oferror,
when we arrive at theexamination ofthe Renais/
sance schools*

UT in the mediaeval, or especially
Christian, system of ornament,
this slavery is done away with al/
together; Christianity having re/
cognized, in small things as wellas
great, the individual value ofevery

soul. But it not only recognizes its value; it con/
fesses its imperfection, in only bestowing dignity
upon theacknowledgmentofunworthiness.That
admission of lost power and fallen nature, which
the Greek or Ninevitefelt tobe intenselypainful,
and, as far as might be, altogether refused, the
Christian makes dailyandhourly, contemplating
the fact of it without fear, as tending, in the end,
to God’s greater glory. Therefore, to every spirit
which Christianity summons to her service, her
exhortation is: Dowhatyou can,&confess frankly
what you are unable to do; neither let your effort
be shortened for fearof failure, noryour confession
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silenced for fear of shame* CAnd it is, perhaps,
the principal admirableness of the Gothic schools
of architecture, that they thus receive the results
of the labour of inferior minds; and out of frag**
ments fullofimperfection, andbetraying that imx
perfection in every touch, indulgently raise up a
stately and unaccusable whole*

UT the modern English mind has
this much in common with that of
the Greek, that it intensely desires,
in all things, the utmost complex
tion or perfection compatible with
their nature* This is a noble charx

acter in the abstract, but becomes ignoble when it
causes us to forget the relative dignitiesofthat nax
ture itself, and to prefer the perfectness of the
lowernature to the imperfection ofthe higher; not
considering that as, judged by such a rule, all the
brute animals wouldbe preferable to man, because
more perfect in their functions and kind, and yet
are always held inferior to him, so also in the
works of man, those which are more perfect in
their kind are always inferior to those which are,
in their nature, liable to more faults and shortx
comings* For the finer the nature, the more flaws
it will show through the clearness of it; and it is a
law ofthis universe, that the best things shall be
seldomest seen in their best form* The wild grass
grows well and strongly, one year with another;
but thewheat is, accordingto tne greater nobleness
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Savageness of its nature, liable to the bitterer blight* And
therefore,while in all things that we see or do, we
are to desire perfection, and strive for it, we are
nevertheless not to set the meaner thing, in its
narrow accomplishment, above the nobler thing,
in its mighty progress; not to esteem smooth
minuteness above shattered majesty; not to pre/
fermeanvictory tohonourable defeat; notto lower
the level ofour aim, that we may the more surely
enjoy the complacencyofsuccess*But, aboveall, in
our dealings with the souls ofothermen,we areto
take care how we check, by severe requirement or
narrow caution, efforts which might otherwise
lead to a noble issue; and, stillmore, howwewith/
hold our admiration from great excellences, be/
cause theyaremingledwith rough faults* C Now,
in the make and nature of every man, however
rude or simple, whom we employ in manual la/
hour,thereare somepowers forbetter things: some
tardy imagination, torpid capacityofemotion, tot/
teringsteps ofthought,there are, even at theworst;
& in most cases it is all ourown fault that theyare
tardy or torpid* But they cannotbe strengthened,
unless we are content to take them in their feeble/
ness, and unless we prize & honour them in their
imperfection above the best and most perfect
manual skill* And this is whatwehave to do with
all our labourers; to look for the thoughtful part
of them, and get that out of them, whatever we
lose for it,whatever faults 8C errors we are obliged
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to take with it* For thebest that is in them cannot Savageness
manifest itself, but in company with much error*
C Understand this clearly: You can teach a man
to draw a straight line, and to cut one; to strike a
curved line, and to carve it; and to copy and carve
any number of given lines or forms, with admire
able speed and perfect precision; and you find his
work perfect of its kind: but if you ask him to
think about any of those forms, to consider if he
cannot find any better in his own head, he stops;
his execution becomes hesitating; he thinks, and
ten to one he thinks wrong; ten to one he makes
a mistake in the first touch he gives to his work as
a thinking being* But you have made a man of
him for all that* He was only a machine before,
an animated tool*

g|ND observe, you are put to stern
choice in this matter* You must
either make a tool of the creature,
or a man ofhim* You cannot make
both* Men were not intended to
work with the accuracy of tools, to

be precise and perfect in all their actions* If you
will have thatprecision out ofthem, & make their
fingers measure degrees like cog-wheels, and their
arms strike curves likecompasses,you mustunhu¬
manize them* All the energy oftheir spirits must
be given to make cogs & compasses of themselves*
All theirattention and strength must go to the ac¬
complishmentofthe mean act* The eye ofthe soul
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Savagencss must be bentupon the fingeivpoint, andthe soul's
force must fill all the invisiblenerves thatguide it,
ten hours a day, that it maynot err from its steely
precision, and so souland sight beworn away, and
the whole human being be lost at last; a heap of
sawdust, so far as its intellectual work in thisworld
is concerned; saved only by its Heart,which cam
not go into the form ofcogs 8C compasses, but ex^
pands, after the ten hours are over, into fireside
humanity* On the other hand, ifyou will make a
man of the working creature, you cannot make a
tool* Let him but begin to imagine, to think, to
try to do anything worth doing; and the engine*'
turned precision is lost at once* Out come all his
roughness, all his dulness, all his incapability;
shame upon shame, failure upon failure, pause
after pause; but out comes the whole majesty of
him also; and we knowtheheightof itonly when
we see the clouds settlingupon him* And,whether
the clouds be bright or dark, there will be trans*-
figuration behind and within them.

ND now, reader, look round this
English room of yours, about
which you have been proud so
often, because the work of it was
so good and strong, and the orna^
ments of it so finished* Examine

again all those accurate mouldings and perfect
polishings, and unerring adjustments of the sea/1
soned wood and tempered steel* Many a time
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you have exulted over them, & thought howgreat Savageness
Englandwas,becauseher slightestworkwas done
so thoroughly* Alas! if read rightly, theseperfects
nesses are signs of a slavery in our England a
thousand times more bitter and more degrading
than that ofthe scourged African, orhelot Greek*
Men may be beaten, chained, tormented, yoked
like cattle, slaughtered like summer flies, andyet
remain in one sense, and the best sense, free* But
to smother their souls within them, to blight and
hew into rotting pollards the suckling branches
of their human intelligence, to make the flesh
and skin which, after the worm's work on it, is to
see God, into leathern thongs to yoke machinery
with, this it is to be slave/masters indeed; & there
mightbemore freedom in England, though her
feudal lords' lightest words were worth men's
lives, and though the blood ofthevexedhusband/
man dropped in the furrows of her fields, than
there is while the animation of her multitudes is
sent like fuel to feed the factory smoke, and the
strength of them is given daily to be wasted into
the fineness ofa web, or racked into the exactness
ofa line*

ND, on the other hand, go forth
again to gaze upon the old cathe/
dral front, where you have smiled
so often at the fantastic ignorance
of the old sculptors: examine once
more those ugly goblins, and form/
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Savageness less monsters, and stem statues, anatomiless and
rigid; but do not mock at them, for they are signs
ofthelifeand libertyofeveryworkmanwho struck
the stone; a freedomofthought,and rank in scale
ofbeing, such as no laws, no charters, no charities
can secure; but which it mustbe the firstaim ofall
Europe at this day to regain for her children,

El me not be thought to speak
wildly orextravagantly. It is verily
this degradation of the operative
into a machine, which, more than
any other evil of the times, is lead'
ing the mass of the nations every/

where intovain, incoherent,destructive struggling
for a freedom of which they cannot explain the
nature to themselves. Their universal outcry
against wealth, and against nobility, is not forced
from them either by thepressure or famine, or the
sting ofmortifiedpride. These do much, and have
done much in all ages; but the foundations of
society were never yet shaken as they are at this
day. It is not that men are ill fed, but that they
have no pleasure in the workbywhich they make
theirbread, & therefore look to wealth as the only
means ofpleasure. It is not that men are pained
by the scorn ofthe upper classes, but they cannot
endure their own; for they feel that the kind of
labour to which they are condemned is verily a
degrading one, and makes them less than men.
Never had the upper classes so much sympathy
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with the lower, or charity for them, as they have at Savageness
this day, and yet never were they so much hated
by them; for, of old, the separation between the
noble and the poorwas merely awall builtby law;
now it is a veritable difference in levelofstanding,
a precipice between upper and lower grounds in
the field ofhumanity, and there is pestilential air
at the bottom of it* I know not if a day is ever to
come when the nature of right freedom will be
understood, and when men will see that to obey
another man, to labour for him, yield reverence to
him or to his place, is not slavery* It is often the
best kind of liberty, liberty from care* The man
who says to one, Go, and he goeth, and to an^
other, Come, and he cometh, has, in most cases,
more sense of restraintand difficulty than theman
who obeys him* The movements of the one are
hindered by the burden on his shoulder; of the
other by the bridle on his lips: there is no way by
which the burden may be lightened; but we need
not suffer from the bridle ifwe do not champ at it*
To yield reverence to another, to hold ourselves
and our lives at his disposal, is not slavery; often
it is the noblest state in which a man can live in
this world* There is, indeed, a reverence which is
servile, that is to say, irrationalor selfish: but there
is also noble reverence, that is to say, reasonable
and loving; and a man is never so noble as when
he is reverent in this kind; nay, even if the feeling
pass thebounds ofmere reason, so that itbe loving,
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Savageness a man is raised by it♦ Which had, in reality, most
of the serf nature in him, the Irish peasant who
was lying in wait yesterday for his landlord, with
his musket muzzle thrust through the ragged
hedge; or that old mountain servant, who 200

Vide Preface years ago, at Inverkeithing,gave up his own life
to“FairMaid and the lives of his seven sons for his chief? as
of Perth.” each fell, calling forth his brother to the death,

“Another for Hector!” And therefore, in all ages
and all countries, reverence has been paid & sacri^
fice made by men to each other, not only without
complaint, but rejoicingly; and famine, and peril,
and sword, and all evil, and all shame, have been
bornewillinglyinthe causesofmasters and kings;
for all these gifts of the heart ennobled the men
who gave, not less than the men who received
them, and nature prompted, and God rewarded
the sacrifice. But to feel their souls withering
within them, unthanked, to find theirwhole being
sunk into an unrecognized abyss, to be counted
off into a heap of mechanism numbered with its
wheels, and weighed with its hammer strokes,
this nature bade not; this God blesses not; this
humanity for no long time is able to endure.

E have much studied and much
perfected, oflate, the great civilized
invention ofthe division of labour;
only we give it a false name. It is
not, truly speaking,thelabour that
is divided; but the men: Divided
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into mere segments of men, broken into small Savageness
fragments and crumbs of life; so that all the little
piece of intelligence that is left in a man is not
enough to make apin, or a nail,but exhausts itself
in making the point of a pin or the head ofa nail.
Now it is a good& desirable thing, truly, to make
many pins in a day; but ifwe could only see with
what crystal sand theirpoints werepolished, sand
of human soul, much to be magnified before it
can be discerned for what it is, we should think
there might be some loss in it also* And the great
cry that rises from all our manufacturing cities,
louder than their furnace blast, is all in very deed
for this, that wemanufacture everything there ex^
cept men; we blanch cotton, and strengthen steel,
and refine sugar, & shapepottery; but to brighten,
to strengthen, to refine, or to form a single living
spirit, never enters into our estimate of advan✓

tages* And all the evil to which that cry is urging
our myriads can be met only in one way: not by
teaching nor preaching,for to teach them isbutto
show them tneir misery, and to preach to them, if
we do nothing more than preach, is to mock at it*
It canbemetonlyby a rightunderstanding, on the
part ofall classes, ofwhatkinds of labour are good
for men, raising them, and making them happy;
by a determined sacrifice of such convenience, or
beauty, or cheapness as is to be got only by the
degradation of the workman; and by equally de<
termined demand for the products and results of
healthy and ennobling labour*
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Savageness ND how, itwill be asked, are these
productsto be recognized, and this
demand to be regulated? Easily:
by the observance of three broad
and simple rules:

u NEVER encourage the manufacture of any
article not absolutely necessary, in the production
ofwhich Invention has no share*
2* NEVER demand an exact finish for its own

sake, but only for some practical or noble end*
3* NEVER encourage imitation or copying of
anykind, except for the sake ofpreserving records
of great works*
The second of these principles is the only one
which directly rises out of the consideration ofour
immediate subject; but I shall briefly explain the
meaning and extent of the first also, reserving the
enforcement of the third for another place*
u NEVER encourage the manufacture of any^
thing not necessary, in the production of which
invention has no share* C For instance* Glass
beads are utterly unnecessary, & there is no design
or thought employed in their manufacture*They
are formed by firstdrawingout the glass into rods;
these rods are chopped up into fragments of the
size ofbeads by the human hand,& the fragments
are then rounded in the furnace* The men who
chop up the rods sit at their work all day, their
hands vibrating with a perpetual and exquisitely
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timed palsy, & the beads dropping beneath their Savageness
vibration likehail* Neitherthey,northemenwho
draw out the rods or fuse the fragments, have the
smallest occasion for the use ofany single human
faculty; & every young lady, therefore, who buys
glass beads is engaged in the slave-trade, and in a
much more cruel one than that which we have so

long been endeavouring to put down* But glass
cups and vessels may become the subjects ofex¬
quisite invention; and if in buying these we pay
for the invention, that is to say, for the beautiful
form, or colour, orengraving, & not formere finish
ofexecution, we are doing good to humanity*

O, again, the cutting of precious
stones, in all ordinary cases, re-

juires little exertion or any mental
faculty; some tact and judgment in
avoiding flaws, & so on, but noth¬
ing to bring out the whole mind*

Every person who wears cut jewels merely for
the sake oftheir value is, therefore, a slave-driver*
But theworkingof the goldsmith, and the various
designingofgrouped jewelleryand enamel-work,
may become the subjectof the mostnoble human
intelligence* Therefore, money spent in the pur¬
chase ofwell-designedplate, ofprecious engraved
vases, cameos, orenamels,does good to humanity;
and, in work ofthis kind, jewels maybeemployed
to heighten its splendour; and theircutting is then
a price paid for the attainment ofa noble end, and
thus perfectly allowable*
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Savageness SHALL perhaps press this law
farther elsewhere, but our inv
mediate concern is chiefly with the
second, namely, never to demand
an exact finish, when it does not
lead to a noble end. For observe, I

have only dwelt upon the rudeness of Gothic, or
any other kind of imperfectness, as admirable,
where it was impossible to get design or thought
without it. If you are to have the thought of a
rough and untaught man, you must have it ina
rough and untaught way; but from an educate d
man, who can withouteffort express his thoughts
in an educated way, take the graceful expression,
and be thankful. Only get the thought, and do not
silence the peasant because he cannot speak good
grammar, or until you have taughthim his gram'
mar. Grammar and refinement are good things,
both, only be sure of the better thing first. And
thus in art, delicate finish is desirable from the
greatest masters, and is always givenby them. In
some places Michael Angelo, Leonardo, Phidias,
Perugino,Turner, all finished with the most ex'
quisite care; and the finish they give always leads
to the fuller accomplishment of their noble pur'
poses. But lower men than these cannot finish,
for it requires consummate knowledge to finish
consummately, and then we must take their
thoughts as they are able to give them. So the rule
is simple: always look for invention first, & after
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that, for such execution as willhelp the invention,
and as the inventor is capable of without painful
effort, and no more* Above all, demand no refine'
ment of execution where there is no thought, for
that is slaves' work, unredeemed* Rather choose
rough work than smooth work, so only that the
practicalpurpose be answered, and never imagine
there is reason to be proud of anything that may
be accomplished by patience and sand/paper*

SHALL only give one example,
which howeverwill show the reader
what I mean, from the manufacture
already alluded to, thatofglass*Our
modern glass is exquisitely clear in
its substance, true in its form, ac'

curate in its cutting* We are proud of this* We
ought to be ashamed of it* The old Venice glass
was muddy, inaccurate in all its forms, & clumsily
cut, ifatall* AndtheoldVenetian was justlyproud
of it* For there is this difference between the Eng'
lish & Venetian workman, that the former thinks
only ofaccurately matching his patterns, and get'
ting his curves perfectlytrue&his edges perfectly
sharp, and becomes a mere machine for rounding
curves and sharpening edges; while the old Vene'
tian cared notawhitwhetherhis edges were sharp
or not, but he invented a new design for every
glass that he made, and never moulded a handle
or a lip without a new fancy in it* And therefore,
though some Venetian glass is ugly and clumsy
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Savageness enough when made by clumsy and uninventive
workmen, other Venetian glass is so lovely in its
forms that no price is too great for it; and we never
see the same form in it twice* Now you cannot
have the finish and the varied form too* If the
workman is thinking about his edges, he cannot
be thinking ofhis design; ifofhis design, he cam
not think of his edges* Choose whether you will
pay for the lovely form or the perfect finish, and
choose at the samemomentwhether youwillmake
the worker a man or a grindstone*

there, and I will have it blown and cut for him
by common workmen, and so I will have my
design and my finish too/' C. All ideas of this
kind are founded upon two mistaken suppose
tions: the first, that one man's thought can be,
or ought to be, executed byanother man's hands;
the second, that manual labour is a degradation,
when it is governed by intellect* C On a large
scale, and in work determinable by line and rule,
it is indeed both possible and necessary that the
thoughts ofone man should be carried out by the
labour of others; in this sense I have already de^
fined the best architecture to be the expression of
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the mind ofmanhoodby the hands ofchildhood* Savag<
But on a smaller scale, and in a design which
cannot be mathematically defined, one man's
thoughts can never be expressed by another: and
the difference between the spirit of touch of the
man who is inventing, and of the man who is
obeying directions, is often all the difference be/
tween a great and a common work of art* How
wide the separation is between original & second/
hand execution, I shall endeavour to show else/
where; it is not so much to our purpose here as to
mark the other and more fatal error of despising
manual labour when governed by intellect: for it
is no less fatal an error to despise it when thus re/
gulated by intellect, than to value it for its own
sake* We are always in these days endeavouring
to separate the two; we want one man to be al/
ways thinking, and another to be always working,
and we call one a gentleman, and the other an
operative; whereas the workman ought often
to be thinking, and the thinker often to be work/
ing, and both should be gentlemen, in the best
sense* As it is, we make both ungentle, the one
envying,the other despising,his brother; and the
mass ofsociety is madeup ofmorbid thinkers, and
miserable workers* Now it is only by labourthat
thoughtcan bemadehealthy, and onlyby thought
that labourcan be madehappy, andthe two cannot
be separatedwith impunity* Itwould be well ifall
ofus were good handicraftsmen in some kind, and
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Savageness the dishonour of mantial labour done away with
altogether; so that though there should still be a
trenchant distinction of race between nobles and
commoners, there should not, among the latter, be
a trenchantdistinction ofemploymentsbetween
idle and working men, or between men of liberal
and illiberal professions* All professions should
be liberal, and there should be less pride felt in
peculiarityofemployment, and more in excellence
ofachievement* Andyetmore, in each several pro*
fession, no master should be too proud to do its
hardest work* The painter should grind his own
colours; the architect work in the mason's yard
with his men; themastermanufacturerbe himself
a more skilful operative than any man in his
mills; and the distinction between one man and
another be only in experience and skill, and the
authority and wealth which these must naturally
and justly obtain*

SHOULD be led far from the
I matter in hand, if I were to pursue
this interesting subject* Enough, I
trust, has been said to show the
reader that the rudeness or imper^

I fection which at first rendered the
term " Gothic" one of reproach is indeed, when
rightly understood, one ofthe most noble charac^
ters of Christian architecture, & not only a noble
but an essentialone* It seems a fantastic paradox,
but it is nevertheless a most important truth, that
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no architecture can be trulynoblewhich is not inv Savageness
perfect*Andthisis easily demonstrable* For since
the architect, whom we will suppose capable of
doing all in perfection, cannot execute the whole
with his own hands, he must either make slaves
of his workmen in the old Greek, and present
English fashion, and level his work to a slave's
capacities, which is to degrade it; or else he must
take his workmen as he finds them, and let
them show their weaknesses together with their
strength,which will involve the Gothic imperfect
tion, but render the whole work as noble as the
intellect of the age can make it*

IUT the principle may be stated
more broadly still* I have confined
the illustration of it to architecture,
but I must not leave it as if true of
architecture only* Hitherto I have

I used the words imperfect and per/
feet merely to distinguish between work grossly
unskilful, and work executed with average pre/
cision and science; and I have been pleading that
any degree of unskilfulness should be admitted,
so only that the labourer's mind had room forex/
pression* But, accurately speaking, no good work
whatevercan be perfect, and THE DEMAND
FOR PERFECTION IS ALWAYS A
SIGN OF A MISUNDERSTANDING
OF THE ENDS OF ART*
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Savageness

SeeAppendix
Note A*

HIS for two reasons, both based
on everlastinglaws*The first, that
no great man ever stops working
till he has reached his point of
failure: that is to say, his mind
is always far in advance of his

powers of execution, and the latter will now and
then give way in trying to follow it; besides that
he will always give to the inferior portions of his
work only such inferior attention as they require;
and according to his greatness he becomes so ac/
customedtothe feeling ofdissatisfaction with the
best he can do, that in moments of lassitude or

anger with himself he will not care though the
beholder be dissatisfied also* I believe there has
only been one man who would not acknowledge
this necessity, and strove always to reach perfect
tion, Leonardo; the end of his vain effort being
merely that he would take ten years to a picture
and leave it unfinished* And therefore, if we are
to have greatmenworkingat all, or less men doing
their best, the work will be imperfect, however
beautiful* Ofhuman work none but what is bad
can be perfect, in its own bad way*

S HE second reason is, that imper^
fection is in some sort essential to

all thatweknowoflife* It is the sign
of life in a mortal body, that is to
say, ofa stateofprogress & change*
Nothing that lives is, or can be,
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rigidlyperfect; part of it is decaying, part nascent* Savageness
The foxglove blossom, a third part bud, a third
part past, athirdpart in fullbloom, is atype of the
life ofthis world. And in all things that live there
are certain irregularities and deficiencies which
are not only signs of life, but sources of beauty.
No human face is exactly the same in its lines on
each side, no leaf perfect in its lobes, no branch in
its symmetry. Alladmit irregularity as they imply
change; and to banish imperfection is to destroy
expression, to check exertion, to paralyze vitality.
All things are literally better, lovelier, and more
beloved for the imperfections which have been
divinely appointed, that the law of human life
may be Effort, and the law of human judgment,
Mercy. C Accept this then for a universal law,
thatneither architecture nor any othernoble work
ofman can be good unless itbe imperfect; & letus
be prepared for the otherwise strange fact, which
we shall discern clearly as we approach the period
of the Renaissance, thatthe first cause ofthe fall of
the arts of Europewas a relentless requirement of
perfection, incapable alike either ofbeing silenced
by veneration for greatness, or softened into for/
giveness of simplicity. C Thus far then of the
Rudeness or Savageness,whichisthe first mental
element of Gothic architecture. It is an element
in many other healthy architectures, also, as the
Byzantine and Romanesque; but true Gothic
cannot exist without it.
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2JBHE second mental ele^
fl ment above named was
^CHANGEFUL
k 1 N E S S , or Variety, I

have already enforced
| the allowing independ^

ent operation to the hv
ferior workman, simply

I as a duty to him, and as
ennobling the architects

ure by rendering itmore Christian.We have now
to consider what reward we obtain for the pers
formance of this duty, namely, the perpetual
variety ofevery feature of the building,®] ^Vhers
ever the workman is utterly enslaved, the parts
of the building must of course be absolutely like
each other; for the perfection ofhis execution can
only be reached by exercising him in doing one
thing, and giving him nothing else to do. The
degree in which the workman is degraded may
be thus known at a glance, by observing whether
the several parts of the building are similar or
not; and if, as in Greek work, all the capitals are
alike, and all the mouldings unvaried, then the
degradation is complete; if, as in Egyptian or
Ninevite work, though the manner of executing
certain figures is always the same, the order ofde^
sign is perpetually varied, the degradation is less
total; if, as in Gothic work, there is perpetual
change both in design & execution, the workman
must have been altogether set free.
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OWmuch thebeholder gains from Changeful/
the liberty of the labourer may ness
perhaps be questioned in England,
where one ofthe strongest instincts
in nearly every mind is that Love
of Order which makes us desire

that our house windows should pair like our car/
riage horses, and allows us to yield our faith un/
hesitatingly to architectural theories which fix a
form for everything, and forbid variation from it.
Iwould not impeach love oforder: it is one ofthe
most useful elements ofthe English mind; ithelps
us in our commerce &in all purely practical mat/
ters; and it is in many cases one of the foundation
stones ofmorality. Only do not letus suppose that
love oforder is love of art. It is true that order, in
its highest sense, is one of the necessities of art,
just as time is a necessity ofmusic; but love of or/
der has no more to do with our right enjoyment
ofarchitecture or painting, than love ofpunctual/
itywith the appreciation ofan opera. Experience,
I fear, teaches us that accurate and methodical
habits in daily life are seldom characteristic of
those who either quickly perceive, or richly pos/
sess, the creative powers ofart; there is, however,
nothing inconsistent between the two instincts,
and nothing to hinder us from retaining our busi/
ness habits, and yet fully allowing and enjoying
the noblest gifts of Invention. We already do so,
in every other branch of art except architecture#
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Changeful'
ness

andwe only do not so there because we have been
taught that ft would be wrong* Our architects
gravely inform us that, as there are four rules of
arithmetic, there are five orders of architecture;
we, in our simplicity, think that this sounds con'
sistent,&believe them* They inform us also that
there is one proper form for Corinthian capitals,
another for Doric, & another for Ionic* We, con'

sidering that there is also a proper form for the
letters A, B,and C, think that this also sounds con'
sistent, & accept the proposition* Understanding,
therefore, thatone form ofthe said capitals is pro'
per, and no other, & havinga conscientious horror
of all impropriety, we allow the architect to pro'
vide us with the said capitals, ofthe proper form,
in such and such a quantity, 8C in all other points to
take care that the legal forms are observed; which
having done, we rest in forced confidence that we
are well housed*

|UTourhigher instincts are not de'
ceived* We take no pleasure in the
building provided for us, resem'
bling that which we take in a new
book or a new picture* We may be
proud of its size, complacent in its

correctness, & nappy in its convenience* We may
take the same pleasure in its symmetryandwork*'
manship as in a welhordered room, or a skilful
piece of manufacture* And this we suppose to be
all thepleasure thatarchitecturewas ever intended
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to give us. The idea of reading a building as
we would read Milton or Dante, and getting the
same kind ofdelightoutof the stones as out of the
stanzas, never enters ourmind foramoment. And
for good reason: There is indeed rhythm in the
verses, quite as strictas the symmetries or rhythm
ofthe architecture, & a thousand times more beau-
tiful, but there is something else than rhythm.
The verses were neither made to order, nor to
match, as the capitals were; & we have therefore
a kind of pleasure in them other than a sense of
propriety. But it requires a strong effort of com/'
mon sense to shake ourselves quit of all that we
have been taught for the last two centuries, and
wake to the perception of a truth just as simple
and certain as it is new: that great art, whether
expressingitself in words, colours, or stones, does
not say the same thing over and over again; that
the merit of architectural, as of every other art,
consists in its saying new and different things;
that to repeat itself is no more a characteristic of
genius in marble than it is ofgenius in print; and
thatwe may,without offending any laws ofgood
taste, require ofan architect, as we do ofa novelist,
thathe shouldbe notonlycorrect,butentertaining.
C Yet all this is true, & self-evident; only hidden
from us, as many other self-evident things are,
by false teaching. Nothing is a great work of art,
for the production ofwhich either rules ormodels
can be given. Exactly so far as architecture works
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Changeful''
ness

on known rules, and from given models, it is not
an art, but a manufacture; & it is, ofthe two pro*
cedures, rather less rational (because more easy)
to copy capitals or mouldings from Phidias, and
call ourselves architects, than to copy heads and
hands from Titian and call ourselves painters*

us then understand at once that
change or variety is as much a ne*
cessity to the human heart & brain
in buildings as in books; that there
is no merit, though there is some oc*
casional use, inmonotony; and that

we must no more expect to derive either pleasure
or profit from an architecture whose ornaments
are of one pattern, and whose pillars are of one
proportion, than we should out of a universe in
which the clouds were all of one shape, and the
trees all of one size*

NDthiswe confess in deeds, though
not inwords *All thepleasurewhich
the people of the nineteenth cen*
tury take in art, is in pictures, sculp*
ture, minor objects ofvirtu or me/
diaeval architecture,which we enjoy

under the term picturesque: no pleasure is taken
anywhere in modembuifdings,& we find all men
of true feeling delighting to escape out ofmodern
cities into natural scenery: hence, as I shall here*
after show, that peculiar love of landscape which
is characteristic ofthe age* It would be well, if, in
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all other matters,we were as ready to put up with Changeful'
what we dislike, for the sake of compliance with ness
established law, as we are in architecture*

OW so debased a law ever came to
be established, we shall see when we
come to describe the Renaissance
schools; here we have only to note,
as a second most essential element
of the Gothic spirit, that it broke

through that lawwherever it found it in existence;
it not only dared, but delighted in, the infringe'
ment of every servile principle; and invented a
series of forms ofwhich themeritwas, notmerely
that they were new, but that they were capable
of perpetual novelty* The pointed arch was not
merelya bold variation from the round, but it ad'
mittea of millions ofvariations in itself; for the
proportions of a pointed arch are changeable to
infinity, while a circular arch is always the same*
The grouped shaft was not merely a bold varia'
tion from the single one, but it admitted of mil'
lions ofvariations in its grouping,and in the pro'
portions resultant from its grouping* The intro'
duction of tracery was not onlya startling change
in the treatment of window lights, but admitted
endless changes in the interlacement ofthe trac'
ery bars themselves* So that, while in all living
Christian architecture the love of variety exists,
the Gothic schools exhibited that love in culmi'
nating energy; and their influence, wherever it
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Changeful^ extended itself, may be sooner and farther traced
ness by this character than by any other; the tendency

to the adoption ofGothic types being always first
shown by greater irregularityand richer variation
in the forms ofthe architecture it is about to sup'
ersede, long before the appearance of the pointed
arch or ofany other recognizable outward sign of
the Gothic mind*

E must, however, herein note care'
fully what distinction there is be'
tween a healthy and a diseased love
of change; for as it was in healthy
love of change that the Gothic ar'
chitecturerose,itwas partly in con'

sequence of diseased love of change that it was
destroyed* In order to understand this clearly, it
will be necessary to consider the different ways in
which change and monotony are presented to us
in nature; both having their use, like darkness &
light, & the one incapable ofbeing enjoyed with'
out the other: change being most delightful after
some prolongation ofmonotony, as light appears
most brilliant after the eyes have been for some
time closed*

BELIEVE that the true relations
of monotony and change may be
most simply understood by ob'
serving them in music* We may
therein notice, first, that there is a

sublimity& majesty in monotony
which there is not in rapid or frequent variation*
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This is true throughout all nature* The greater Changeful'
partofthe sublimityofthe sea depends on its mo/ ness*
notony; so also that ofdesolate moor& mountain
scenery; and especially the sublimity ofmotion,
as in the quiet, unchanged fall and rise of an en/
gine beam* So also there is sublimity in darkness
which there is not in light.

GAIN, monotony, after a certain
time, or beyond a certain degree,
becomes either uninteresting or in/
tolerable, & the musician is obiig/
ed to break it in one oftwo ways:
either while the air or passage is

perpetually repeated, its notes are variously en/
riched& harmonized; or else, aftera certain num/
ber of repeated passages, an entirely new passage
is introduced, which is more or less delightful ac/
cording to the length of the previous monotony*
Nature, of course, uses both these kinds ofvaria/
tion perpetually* The sea/waves, resembling each
other in general mass, but none like its brother in
minor divisions and curves, are a monotonyof the
first kind; the great plain, broken by an emergent
rock or clump oftrees, is a monotonyof the second*

ARTHER :in order to the enjoy/
mentofthe change in either case, a
certain degree ofpatience is requir/
ed from the hearer or observer* In
the first case, he mustbe satisfied to
endurewithpatience the recurrence

ofthe great masses of sound or form, & to seek for
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Changeful/
ness

entertainment in a careful watchfulness of the
minor details. In the second case, he must bear
patiently the infliction of the monotony for some
moments, in order to feel the full refreshment of
the change. This is true even of the shortest mu/
sical passage in which the element ofmonotony
is employed. Incases ofmore majestic monotony,
the patience required is so considerable that it
becomes a kind ofpain, a price paid for the future
pleasure.

GAIN :the talent ofthe composer
is not in the monotony, but in the
changes: he may show feelingand
tastebyhis use ofmonotony in cer/
tain places or degrees; that is to
say, by his various employment of

it; but it is always in the new arrangement or in/
vention that his intellect is shown, and not in the
monotony which relieves it. C Lastly: ifthe plea/
sureofchange be too often repeated, it ceases to be
delightful, for then change itself becomes mono/
tonous, and we are driven to seek delight in ex/
treme and fantastic degrees of it. This is the dis/
eased love of change of which we have above
spoken.

[ROM these facts we may gather
generally that monotony is, and
ought to be, in itself painful to us,
just as darkness is: that an archi/
tecturewhich is altogethermonoto^
nous is a dark or dead architecture;
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and ofthosewho love it, itmaybe trulysaid, “they Changeful'
love darkness rather than light/' Butmonotony in ness
certain measure, used in order to give value to
change, and above all, that transparentmonotony,
which, like the shadows ofa great painter, suffers
all manner of dimly suggested form to be seen
through the body of it, is an essential in architect
tural as in all othercomposition; & the endurance
of monotony has about the sameplace in ahealthy
mind that the endurance ofdarkness has: that is to

say, as a strong intellect will have pleasure in the
solemnities ofstorm & twilight, and in thebroken
and mysterious lights that gleam among them,
rather than in mere brilliancy and glare, while a
frivolous mind will dread the shadow and the
storm; and as a great manwill be ready to endure
much darkness of fortune in order to reach greater
eminence of power or felicity, while an inferior
man will not pay theprice; exactly in like manner
a great mindwill accept, or even delight in, mono/
tony which would be wearisome to an inferior in'
tellect, because it has more patience and power of
expectation, and is ready to pay the full price for
the great futurepleasure of change* But in all cases
it is not that the noble nature loves monotony,
any more than it loves darkness or pain* But it
can bear with it, and receive a high pleasure in the
endurance or patience, a pleasure necessary to the
well'beingof thisworld; while those who willnot
submit to the temporary sameness, but rush from
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Changeful^ one change to another, gradually dull the edge of
ness change itself, and bring a shadow and weariness

over the wholeworld fromwhich there is no more

escape*
ROM these general uses ofvariety in
the economy of the world, we may
at once understands use and abuse
in architecture* The variety of the
Gothic schools is the more healthy
andbeautiful, because in many cases

it is entirely unstudied, and results, not from
mere love ofchange, but from practical necessities*
For in one point of view Gothic is not only the
best, but the only rational architecture, as being
that which can fit itselfmost easily to all services,
vulgar or noble* Undefined in its slope of roof,
height of shaft, breadth of arch, or disposition of
ground plan, it can shrink into a turret, expand
into a hall, coil into a staircase, or spring into a
spire, with undegraded grace and unexhausted
energy; and whenever it finds occasion for change
in its form or purpose, it submits to it without the
slightest sense ofloss either to its unityormajesty;
subtle and flexible like a fiery serpent, but ever
attentive to the voice of the charmer. And it is one

ofthe chiefvirtues ofthe Gothicbuilders, that they
neversuffered ideas ofoutside symmetries & con'
sistencies to interfere with the real use and value
ofwhat they did* If they wanted a window, they
opened one; a room, they added one; a buttress,
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they built one; utterly regardless of any estab'
lished conventionalities of external appearance,
knowing (as indeed it always happened) that
such daringinterruptions ofthe formalplanwould
rather give additional interest to its symmetry
than injure it* So that, in the best times ofGothic,
a useless windowwould rather have been opened
in an unexpected place forthe sake ofthe surprise,
than a useful one forbidden for the sake of sym^
metry* Every successive architect, employedupon
a great work, built the pieces he added in his own
way, utterly regardless ofthe style adopted byhis
predecessors; and if two towers were raised in
nominal correspondenceat the sides ofa cathedral
front, one was nearly sure to be different from the
other, and in each the style at the top to be dif'
ferent from the style at the bottom*

HESE marked variations were,
however, only permitted as part
of the great system of perpetual
change which ran through every
member ofGothic design, andrem
dered it as endless a field for the

beholder's enquiry as for the builder's imagina^
tion: change, which in the best schools is subtle
and delicate, and rendered more delightful by in*'
termingling of a noble monotony; in the more
barbaric schools is somewhat fantastic and redum
dant;but, in all, a necessary & constant condition
of the life of the school* Sometimes the variety is

Changeful^
ness

SeeAppendix
Note B.
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Changeful^
ness

in one feature, sometimes in another; it may be
in the capitals or crockets, in the niches or the
traceries, or in all together, but in some one or
other of the features it will be found always* If
the mouldings are constant, the surface sculpture
will change; if the capitals are of a fixed design,
the traceries will change; if the traceries are mono/
tonous, the capitals will change; and ifeven, as in
some fine schools, the early English for example,
there is the slightest approximation to an un/
varying type of mouldings, capitals, and floral
decoration, the variety is found in the disposition
ofthe masses, and in the figure sculpture*

MUST now refer for a moment,
before we quit the consideration
of this, the second mental element
of Gothic, to the opening of the
third chapter of the Seven Lamps
of Architecture, in which the dis'
rawn between man gathering and

man governing; between his acceptance of the
sources of delight from nature, and his develop'
ment of authoritative or imaginative power in
their arrangement: for the two mental elements,
not only of Gothic, but of all good architecture,
which wehave just been examining, belong to it,
and are admirable m it, chiefly as it is, more than
any other subject ofart, the work ofman, and the
expression ofthe averagepowerofman* A picture
or poem is often little more than a feeble utterance
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ofman's admiration ofsomethingout ofhimself; Changeful^
but architecture approaches more to a creation of ness
his own, born ofhis necessities, and expressive of
his nature* CIt is also, in some sort, the work of
the whole race, while the picture or statue is the
workofone only, in most cases more highlygifted
than his fellows* And therefore we may expect
that the first two elements of good architecture
should be expressive of some great truths com/
monlybelonging to thewhole race, and necessary
to be understood or felt by them in all their work
that they do under the sun* And observe what
they are: the confession of Imperfection, and the
confession of Desire of Change* The building of
the bird and the bee needs not express anything
like this* It is perfect and unchanging* C But just
because we are something better than birds or
bees, our building must confess that we have not
reached theperfectionwe can imagine, and cannot
rest in the condition we have attained* Ifwe pre**
tend to have reached either perfection or satisfac^
tion, we have degraded ourselves and our work*
God's work only may express that; butours may
never have that sentence written upon it, “And
behold, it was very good*" And, observe again, it
is not merely as it renders the edifice a book of
variousknowledge, or amine ofprecious thought,
that variety is essential to itsnobleness* Thevital
principle is not the love of Knowledge, but the
love of Change* It is that strange disquietude of
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Naturalism the Gothic spirit that is its greatness; that rest-'
lessness of the dreaming mind, that wanders
hither and thither among the niches, and flickers
feverishly around the pinnacles and frets & fades
in labyrinthine knots & shadows along wall and
roof, and yet is not satisfied, nor shall be satisfied*
The Greek could stay in his triglyph furrow, and
be at peace; but the work of the Gothic art is fret'
work still, and it can neither rest in, nor from, its
labour, but mustpass on, sleeplessly, until its love
ofchange shall be pacified for ever in the change
that must come alike on them thatwake and them
that sleep*

HE third constituent
element of the Gothic
mind was stated to be
NATURALISM;
that is to say, the love of
natural objects for their
own sake, and the effort
to represent them frank'
ly, unconstrained by
artistical laws* C This

characteristic of the style partly follows in neces'
sary connection with those named above* For,
so soon as the workman is left free to represent
what subjects he chooses, he must look to the na'
ture that is round him for material, and will en'
deavour to represent it as he sees it, with more or
less accuracy according to the skill he possesses,
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and with muchplay of fancy, but with small re/ Naturalism
spcct for law* There is, however, a marked dis/
tinctionbetweentheimaginations oftheWestern
and Eastern races, even when both are left free;
the Western, or Gothic, delighting most in the re/
presentation of facts, and the Eastern (Arabian,
Persian, and Chinese) in the harmony ofcolours
and forms* Each ofthese intellectual dispositions
has its particular forms oferrorand abuse, which,
though I have often before stated, I must here
again briefly explain; and this the rather, because
the word Naturalism is, in one of its senses, justly
used as a term of reproach, and the questions re/
specting the real relations ofart and nature are so
many& so confused throughout all the schools of
Europe at this day, that I cannot clearly enunciate
any single truth without appearing to admit, in
fellowship with it, some kind of error, unless the
reader will bear with me in entering into such an
analysis of the subject as will serve us for general

lidance*
|E are to remember, in the firstplace,
that the arrangement of colours
and lines is an art analogous to the
composition ofmusic, and entirely SeeAppendix
independent of the representation Note C*
of facts* Good colouring does not

necessarily convey the image of anything but it/
self* It consists in certain proportions & arrange/
ments ofrays of light,butnot in likenesses to any/
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Naturalism thing* A few touches ofcertain greys and purples
laidbyamaster's hand onwhitepaper willbe good
colouring; as more touches are added beside them,
we may find out that they were intended to re/-
present a dove's neck, and we may praise, as the
drawing advances, the perfect imitation of the
dove's neck* Butthegood colouring does not com
sist in that imitation, but in the abstract qualities
and relations of the grey and purple* fl. In like
manner, as soon as a great sculptorbegins to shape
his work outofthe block, we shall see that its lines
are nobly arranged, and of noble character* We
may not havethe slightest idea for whattheforms
are intended, whether they are ofmanor beast, of
vegetation or drapery* Their likeness to anything
does not affect their nobleness* They are magni^
ficent forms, and that is all we need care to know
ofthem, in order to say whether the workman is
a good or badjculptor*

OW the noblest art is an exact

unison of the abstract value, with
the imitative power, of forms and
colours* It is the noblest compost

| tion, used to express the noblest
I facts* Butthe human mind cannot

in general unite the two perfections: it either pur^-
sues the fact to the neglect of the composition, or
pursues the composition to the neglect ofthe fact.
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ND it is intended by the Deity Naturalism
that itshould do this: thebest art is
not always wanted* Facts are often
wanted without art,as in a geolog'
ical diagram; and artoftenwithout
facts, as in a Turkey carpet* And

mostmen have been made capable ofgivingeither
one or the other, butnotboth; only one or two, the
very highest, can giveboth* C Observe then* Men
are universally divided, as respects their artistical
qualifications, into three great classes; a right, a
left, and a centre* On the right side are the men
of facts, on the left the men ofdesign, in the centre SeeAppendix
the men of both* C The three classes of course Note D*
pass into each other by imperceptible gradations*
The men of facts are hardly ever altogether with'
out powers of design; the men of design are al'
ways in some measure cognizant of facts; and as
each class possesses more or less of the powers of
the opposite one, it approaches to the character of
the central class* Few men, even in that central
rank, are so exactly throned on the summit of the
crest that they cannot be perceived to incline in the
least one way or the other, embracing both hori'
zonswith their glance* Now each of these classes
has, as I above said, a healthy function in the
world, and correlative diseases orunhealthy func'
tions; and, when theworkofeitherof them is seen
in its morbid condition, we are apt to find fault
with the class ofworkmen, instead of finding fault
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Naturalism only with the particular abuse which has pervert/
ed their action*

IET us first take an instance of thehealthyaction of the three classes on
a simple subject, so as fully to under/
stand the distinctionbetweenthem,
and then we shall more easily ex/
amine the corruptions to which they

endix are liable* Fig: i in PlateVI*is a sprayofvinewith
abough ofcherry/tree,which I have outlined from
nature as accuratelyas I could, without in the least
endeavouring to compose or arrange the form* It
is a simple piece of fact/work, healthy and good as
such, and useful to any one who wanted to know
plain truths abouttenarilsofvines, but there is no
attempt at designinit* PlateXIX*,below, repre/
sents a branch of vine used to decorate the angle
of the Ducal Palace* It is faithful as a representa/
tion ofvine, and yet so designed that every leaf
serves an architectural purpose, and could not be
spared from its place without harm* This is cen/
tralwork; factand design together* Fig: 2 in Plate
VI* is a spandril from St* Mark's in which the
forms of thevine are dimly suggested, the objectof
the design being merely to obtain graceful lines &
well/proportioned masses upon the gold ground*
There is not the least attempt to inform the spec/
tator of any facts about the growth of the vine;
there are no stalks or tendrils, merely running
bands with leaves emergent from them, ofwhich
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nothing but the outline is taken from the vine, & Naturalism
even that imperfectly* This is design, unregardful
of facts* CNow the work is, in all these three
cases, perfectlyhealthy* Fig: i is not bad work be/
cause ithas notdesign,nor Fig: 2badworkbecause
ithas not facts*Theobjectofthe one is to giveplea/
sure through truth, and of the other to give plea/
sure through composition* And both are right*
CWliat, then, are the diseased operations to
which the three classes ofworkmen are liable ?

RIM A RILY, two; affecting the
two inferior classes;
ist,Wheneitherofthosetwo classes
Despises the other;
2nd, WTien eitherofthe two classes
Envies the other;

producing, therefore, four forms ofdangerous error*
4£ First, when the men of facts despise design.
This is the error of the common Dutch painters,
of merely imitative painters of still life, flowers,
etc*, and other men who, having either the gift of
accurate imitation or strong sympathies with na/
ture, suppose that all is done when the imitation
is perfected or sympathy expressed. A large body
of English landscapists come into this class, in/
eluding most clever sketchers from nature, who
fancy that to get a sky of true tone, and a gleam of
sunshine or sweep ofshower faithfully expressed,
is all that can be required of art. These men are
generally themselves answerable formuch oftheir
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Naturalism deadness of feeling to thehigher qualities ofcom/
position* They probably have not originally the
high gifts of design, but they lose such powers as
theyoriginallypossessed by despising, & refusing
to study, the results of great power of design in
others* Their knowledge, as far as it goes, being
accurate, theyare usuallypresumptuous and self/
conceited, and gradually become incapable ofad/
miringanything butwhat is liketheirownworks*
They see nothing in the works of great designers
but the faults, and do harmalmost incalculable in
the European societyof the present day by sneer/
ing at the compositions ofthe greatest men of the

SeeAppendix earlier ages, because they do not absolutely tally
Note F. with their own ideas of44 Nature.”

HE second form of error is when
the men ofdesign despise facts. All
noble design must deal with facts
to a certain extent, for there is no
food for it but in nature. The best
colourist invents best by taking

hints from natural colours; from birds, skies, or

groups of figures. And if, in the delight of invents
ing fantastic colour and form, the truths ofnature
are wilfully neglected, the intellect becomes com/
paratively decrepit, and that state of art results
whichwe findamong the Chinese. The Greek de/
signers delighted in the facts of the human form,
and became great in consequence; but the facts of
lower naturewere disregarded by them, and their
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inferior ornament became, therefore, dead and Naturalism
valueless*

HE third form of error is when
the men of facts envy design;that
is to say, when, having only imi^
tative powers, they refuse to em/
ploythosepowersuponthevisible
world around them; but, having

Deen taught that composition is the end of art,
strive to obtain the inventivepowers which nature
has denied them, study nothing but the works of
reputed designers,andperishin a fungous growth
ofplagiarism & laws ofart* C Here was the great
error ofthe beginning of this century; it is the er^
rorofthe meanest kindofmen thatemploythem^
selves in painting, and it is the most fatal of all,
rendering thosewho fall into itutterly useless, in^
capable of helping the world with either truth or
fancy, while, in all probability, they deceive it by
base resemblances of both, until it hardly recog^
nizes truth or fancy when they really exist*

HE fourth form of error is when
the men ofdesign envy facts; that
is to say, when the temptation of
closely imitatingnature leads them
to forget their own proper orna^
mental function, and when they

lose the power of the composition for the sake of
graphic truth; as, for instance, in the hawthorn
moulding so often spoken of round the porch of
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Naturalism Bourges Cathedral, which, though very lovely,
might perhaps, as we saw above, have been better,
if the old builder, in his excessive desire to make
it look like hawthorn, had not painted it green*

T is, however, carefully tobe noted,
that the two morbid conditions to
which the men of facts are liable
are muchmore dangerous&harm'
ful than those towhich the men of
designareliable* The morbid state

ofmen ofdesign injures themselves only; that of
the men of facts injures the whole world* The
Chinese porcelain^painter is, indeed, not so great
a man as he might be, but he does not want to
break everything that is not porcelain: but the
modern English fact/hunter, despising design,
wants to destroy everything that does not agree
with his own notions of truth, and becomes the
most dangerous and despicable of iconoclasts, ex^
cited by egotism instead of religion* Again: the
Bourges sculptor, painting his hawthorns green,
did indeed somewhat hurt the effect of his own

beautiful design,but didnotpreventanyone from
loving hawthorn: but Sir George Beaumont, try.'
ing to make Constable paint grass brown instead
of green, was setting himself between Constable
and nature, blinding the painter, and blaspheme
ing the work of god*
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O much, then, of the diseases ofthe Naturalism
inferior classes, caused by their en^
vying or despising each other* It is
evident that the men of the central
class cannot be liable to anymorbid
operation of this kind, they pos^

sessingthe powers ofboth*® Butthere is another
orderofdiseases which affect all the three classes,
considered with respect to their pursuit of facts*
For observe, all the three classes are in some de/
greepursuers of facts; even the men ofdesignnot
being in any case altogether independentofextern
nal truth* Now, considering them all as more or
less searchers after truth, there is another triple
division to be made of them* Everything prex
sented to them in nature has good and evil muv
gled in it: and artists, considered as searchers
after truth, are again to be divided into three
great classes, a right, a left, and a centre* Those
on the right perceive, and pursue, the good, and
leave the evil: those in the centre, the greatest,
perceive and pursue the good and evil together,
the whole thing as it verily is: those on the left
perceive and pursue the evil and leave the good*

H E first class, I say, take the good
and leave the evil* But ofwhatever
is presented to them, they gather
what it has of grace, and life, and
light, and holiness, and leave all, or
at least as much as possible, of the

rest undrawn* The faces of their figures express
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Naturalism no evil passions; the skies of their landscapes are
without storm; the prevalent character of their
colour isbrightness, & oftheir chiaroscuro fulness
of light* The early Italian and Flemish painters,
Angelico and Memling, Perugino, Francia, Raf/
faelle in his best time, John Bellini, and our own
Stothard, belong eminently to this class*

HE second, or greatest class, ren^
der all that they see in nature un/
hesitatingly, with a kind ofdivine
grasp & government ofthe whole,
sympathizing with all the good,
and yet confessing, permitting, &

bringing good out of the evil also* Their subject
is infinite as nature, their colour equally balanced
between splendour and sadness, reaching occa^
sionally the highest degrees ofboth, & their chia^
roscuro equally balanced between light & shade*
C The principal men of this class are Michael
Angelo, Leonardo, Giotto, Tintoret, & Turner*
Raffaelle in his second time, Titian, and Rubens
are transitional; the first inclining to the eclectic,
and the last two to the impure class, Raffaelle
rarely givingall the evil, Titian and Rubens rarely
all the good*

HE last class perceive and imitate
evil only* They cannot draw the
trunk of a tree without blasting
and shattering it, nor a sky except
covered with stormy clouds;they
delight in the beggary& brutality
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of the human race; their colour is for the most Naturalism
part subdued or lurid, and the greater spaces of
their pictures are occupied by darkness*®! Hap/
pily the examples of this class are seldom seen
in perfection* Salvator Rosa and Caravaggio are
the most characteristic: the other men belongs
ing to it approach towards the central rank by
imperceptible gradations, as they perceive and
represent more and more of good* But Murillo,
Zurbaran, Camillo Procaccini, Rembrandt, and
Teniers, all belong naturally to this lower class*

|OW, observe: the three classes uv
to which artists were previously
divided, ofmen of fact, men ofde^
sign, and men of both, are all of
Divine institution, but of these
latter three, the last is in nowise of

Divine institution* It is entirely human, and the
men who belong to it have sunk into it by their
own faults. They are, so far forth, either useless or
harmful men* It is indeed good that evil should be
occasionally represented, even in its worst forms,
but never that it should be taken delight in: and
the mighty men of the central class will always
give us all that is needful of it; sometimes, as
Hogarth did, dwelling upon it bitterlyas satirists;
but this with the more effect, because they will
neither exaggerate it, nor represent it mercilessly,
andwithout the atoning points that allevil shows
to a Divinely guided glance, even at its deepest*
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Naturalism So then, though the third class will always, I fear,
in some measure exist, the two necessary classes
are only the first two: and this is so far acknow/
ledged by the general sense ofmen, that the basest
class has been confounded with the second; and
painters have been divided commonly only into
two ranks, now known, I believe, throughout
Europe by the names which they first received in
Italy, “ Puristi and Naturalisti/' Since, however,
in the existing state of things, the degraded or
evihloving class, though less defined than that of
the Puristi, is just as vast as it is indistinct, this
division has done infinite dishonour to the great
faithful painters ofnature: &it has long been one
of the objects I have had most at heart to show
that, in reality, the Purists, in their sanctity, are
less separated fromthese natural painters than the
Sensualists in their foulness; and that the differ/-
ence, though less discernible, is in reality greater,
between the man who pursues evil for its own
sake, and him who bears with it for the sake of
truth, than between this latter and the man who
will not endure it at all*

3^ET us, then, endeavour briefly to
markthe real relations ofthese three
vast ranks ofmen, whom I shall call,
forconveniencein speakingofthem,
Purists, Naturalists, and Sensua^
lists; not that these terms express

their real characters, but I know no word, & can^
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not coin a convenient one, which would accurately Naturalism
express the opposite of Purist; & I keep the terms
Purist and Naturalist in order to comply, as far as
possible, with the established usage of language
on the Continent* Now, observe: in saying that
nearly everything presented to us in nature has
mingling in itofgood and evil, I do not mean that
nature is conceivably improvable, or that any^
thing that Godhas made could be called evil, ifwe
could see far enough into its uses, but that with
respect to immediate effects orappearances, itmay
be so, just as the hard rindorbitter kernelofa fruit
may be an evil to the eater, though in the one is the
protection of the fruit, and in the other its con-*
tinuance* The Purist, therefore, does not mend
nature,but receives from nature & from God that
which is good for him; while the Sensualist fills
himself “with the husks that the swine did eat/'
CThe three classes may, therefore, be likened to
men reaping wheat, ofwhich the Purists take the
fine flour, and the Sensualists the chaffand straw,
but the Naturalists take allhome, and make their
cake ofone, and their couch of the other*

(OR instance* We know more cer^
tainly every day that whatever ap^
pears to us harmful in the universe
has some beneficent or necessary
operation; that the storm which de^
stroys a harvest brightens the sun-'

beams forharvestsyetunsown,& that thevolcano
which buries a city preserves a thousand from de^
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Naturalism struction*Buttheevilisnotforthe timeless fearful,
because wehave learned it to be necessary; andwe
easily understand the timidity or the tenderness
of the spiritwhichwouldwithdraw itself from the
presence ofdestruction, and create in its imagina/
tiona world of which the peace should be unbroljy
en, in which the sky should not darken nor the sea
rage, in which the leaf should not change nor the
blossom wither* That man is greater, however,
who contemplateswith an equal mind the alterna^
tions ofterror & ofbeauty; who not rejoicing less
beneath the sunny sky, can bear also to watch the
bars of twilight narrowing on the horizon; and,
not less sensible to the blessing of the peace of
nature, can rejoice in the magnificence of the
ordinances by which that peace is protected and
secured* But separated from both by an immeas/
urable distance would be the man who delighted
in convulsion and disease for their own sake; who
found his daily food in the disorder of nature
mingled with the suffering of humanity; and
watched joyfully at the right hand of the Angel
whose appointed work is to destroy as well as to
accuse, while the corners of the house of feasting
were struck by the wind from the wilderness*

ND far more is this true, when the
subjectofcontemplation is humane
ity itself* Thepassions ofmankind
arepartly protective, partly benefit
cent, like the chaff and grain of the
corn; but none without their use,
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none without nobleness when seen in balanced Naturalism
unity with the rest of the spirit which they are
charged to defend* The passions ofwhich the end
is the continuance of the race: the indignation
which is to arm it against injustice, or strengthen
it to resist wanton injury; and the fear which lies SeeAppendix
at the root ofprudence, reverence, and awe, are all Note G*
honourable and beautiful, so long as man is rex
garded in his relations to the existing world* The
religious Purist, striving to conceive him with/
drawn from those relations, effaces from the counx
tenance the traces of all transitory passion, illux
mines it with holy hope and love, and seals itwith
the serenity of heavenly peace; he conceals the
forms of the body by the deepxfolded garment,
or else represents them under severely chastened
types, and would rather paint them emaciated by
the fast, orpale from the torture,than strengthened
by exertion, or flushedby emotion* But the great
Naturalist takes the human being in its wholex
ness, in its mortal as wellas its spiritual strength*
Capable ofsounding and sympathizing with the
whole rangeof its passions, hebrings onemajestic
harmony out of them all; he represents it fearx
lessly in all its acts and thoughts, in its haste, its
anger, its sensuality, and its pride, as well as in its
fortitude or faith, but makes it noble in them all;
he casts aside the veil from the body, and beholds
the mysteries of its form like an angel looking
down on an inferior creature: there is nothing
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Naturalism which he is reluctant to behold, nothing that he is
ashamed to confess; with all that lives, triumphs
mg, falling, or suffering,he claims kindred, either
in majesty or in mercy, yet standing, in a sort, afar
off, unmoved even in the deepness of his sym-*
pathy; for the spirit within him is too thoughtful
to be grieved, too brave to be appalled, and too
mre to be polluted*

(OW far beneath these two ranks of
men shall we place, in the scale of
being, those whose pleasure is only
in sin or in suffering; whohabitually
contemplate humanity in poverty
or decrepitude, fury or sensuality;

whose works are either temptations to its weaL
ness, or triumphs over its ruin, and recognize no
other subjects for thought or admirationthan the
subtletyofthe robber, the rage ofthe soldier,or the
joy ofthe Sybarite? It seems strange, when thus
definitely stated, that such a school should exist*
Yet consider a little what gaps and blanks would
disfigure our gallery and chamber walls, in places
that we have long approached with reverence, if
every picture, every statue, were removed from
them, ofwhich the subject was either the vice or
the misery of mankind, portrayed without any
moral purpose; consider the innumerable groups
having reference merely to various forms of pas^
sion, low orhigh: drunken revels &brawls among
peasants, gamblingor fighting scenes amongsoh
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diets, amours and intrigues among every class,
brutal battle pieces, banditti subjects, gluts oftor/
ture and death in famine, wreck, or slaughter, for
the sake merely ofthe excitement, that quicken/
ing and suppling of the dull spirit that cannot be
gained for it but by bathing it in blood, afterward
to wither back into stained and stiffened apathy;
and then that whole vast false heaven of sensual
passion, full ofnymphs, satyrs, graces, goddesses,
and I know not what, from itshigh seventh circle
in Correggio's Antiope, down to the Grecized
ballet/dancers & smirking Cupids ofthe Parisian
upholsterer* Sweep away all this, remorselessly,
and see how much art we should have left*

NDyet these are only the grossest
manifestations of the tendency of
the school* There are subtler, yet
not less certain, signs of it in the
works of men who stand high in
the world's list of sacred painters*

I doubt not that the reader was surprised when I
named Murillo among themen of this third rank*
Yet, go into the Dulwich Gallery, and meditate
for a little over thatmuch celebrated picture ofthe
two beggar boys, one eating,lyingon the ground,
the other standing beside him* We have among
our own painters one who cannot indeed be set
beside Murillo as a painterof Madonnas, forhe is
a pure Naturalist, and, never having seen a Ma/
donna, does not paint any; but who, as a painter
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Naturalism ofbeggaror peasant boys, may be set beside Mu/
rillo,or any one else,Wl Hunt* He loves peasant
boys, because he finds them more roughly and
picturesquelydressed, &more healthilycoloured,
than others* And hepaints all thathe sees in them
fearlessly; all the health and humour, and fresh/
ness SC vitality, together with such awkwardness
and stupidity, &what else ofnegative or positive
harm there maybe in the creature; but vet so that
on the whole we love it, and find it perhaps even
beautiful, or if not, at least we see that there is
capabilityofgood in it, rather than ofevil; and all
is lighted up by a sunshine and sweet colour that
makes the smock frockas precious as cloth ofgold*
But look at those two ragged andviciousvagrants
that Murillo has gathered out of the street* You
smile at first, because theyare eatingso naturally,
and theirrogueryissocomplete* But is there any/
thing else than roguery there, or was it well for
the painter to givehis time to thepaintingof those
repulsive & wicked children ? Do you feel moved
with any charity towards children as you look at
them? Arewe the least more likely to take any in/
terest in ragged schools, or to help the nextpauper
child that comes in our way, because the painter
has shown us a cunning beggar feeding greedily ?
Mark thechoice of theact* He might have shown
hunger in other ways, and given interest to even
this act of eating, by making the face wasted, or
the eye wistful* But he did not care to do this* He
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delighted merely inthedisgusting manner ofeat/- Naturalism
ing, the food filling the cheek; the boy is not hun'
gry, else hewould not turn round to talk and grin
as he eats*

UT observe another point in the
lower figure* It lies so that the sole
of the foot is turned towards the
spectator; not because it would
have lain less easily in another at'
titude, but that the painter may

draw, and exhibit, the grey dust engrained in the
foot* Do not call this the painting of nature: it is
mere delight in foulness* The lesson, if there be
any, in the picture, is not one whit the stronger*
We all know that a beggar's bare foot cannot be
clean; there is no need to thrust its degradation
into the light, as if no human imagination were
vigorous enough for its conception*

H E position of the Sensualists,
in treatment of landscape, is less

f distinctly marked than in that of
the figure, because even the wild'
est passions of nature are noble:
but the inclination is manifested

oy carelessness in marking generic form in trees
and flowers: by their preferring confused and uv
regular arrangements of foliage or foreground to
symmetrical& simple grouping; bytheir general
choiceofsuch picturesqueness as results from de'
cay, disorder, & disease, rather than ofthat which
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Naturalism is consistent with the perfection of the things in
which it is found; and by their imperfect render✓
ing of the elements of strength and beauty in all
things* I propose to work out this subject fully
in the last volume of Modem Painters; but I
trust that enough has been here said to enable
the reader to understand the relations of the three
great classes ofartists, and therefore also the kinds
of morbid condition into which the two higher
(for the last has no other than amorbid condition)
are liable to fall* For, since the function of the
Naturalists is to represent, as far as may be, the
whole of nature, and of the Purists to represent
what is absolutely good for some special purpose
or time, it is evidentthat both are liableto err from
shortness of sight, and the last also from weak*-
ness of judgment* I say, in the first place, both
may err from shortness of sight, from not seeing
all that there is in nature; seeing only the outside
of things, or thosepoints of themwhich bear least
on the matter in hand* C For instance, a modern
continental Naturalist sees the anatomyofa limb
thoroughly, but does not see its colour against the
sky, which latter fact is to a painter far the more
important of the two. And because it is always
easier to see the surface than the depth of things,
the fullsightofthem requiring thehighestpowers
of penetration, sympathy, and imagination, the
world is full of vulgar Naturalists: not Sensual**
ists, observe, notmenwho delight inevil; butmen
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who never see the deepest good, and who bring Naturalism
discredit on all painting of Nature by the little
that they discover in her* And the Purist, besides
beingliableto this same shortsightedness, is liable
also to fatal errors of judgment; for he may think
that good which is not so, and that the highest
good which is the least* And thus the world is
full of vulgar Purists, who bring discredit on all See Appendix
selection by the silliness of their choice; and this Note H*
the more, because the very becoming a Purist is
commonly indicative of some slight degree of
weakness, readiness to be offended, or narrow^
ness of understanding of the ends of things t the
greatest men being, in all times of art, Naturals
ists, withoutany exception; and the greatest Pu^
rists being those who approach nearest to the
Naturalists, as Benozzo Gozzoli and Perugino*
Hence there is a tendency in the Naturalists to
despise the Purists, &in the Purists tobe offended
with the Naturalists (not understanding them,
and confoundingthemwith the Sensualists); and
this is grievously harmful to both*

the various forms of resultant
mischief it is not here the place to
speak; the reader may already be
somewhat wearied with a states

I ment which has led us apparently
so far from our immediate subject*

But the digression was necessary, in order that I
might clearly define the sense in which I use the
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Naturalism word Naturalism when I state it to be the third
most essential characteristic of Gothic architect'
ure* I mean that the Gothic builders belong to the
central or greatest rank in both the classifications
ofartistswhichwehave just made; that consider'
ingall artists as eithermen ofdesign, men of facts,
or men of both, the Gothic builders were men
ofboth; and that again, considering all artists as
either Purists, Naturalists, or Sensualists, the
Gothic builders were Naturalists*

SAY first, that the Gothic build'
erswereof that central classwhich
unites factwith design; butthatthe
part of the work which was more
especially their ownwas the truth'
fulness* Their power of artistical

invention or arrangement was not greater than
that of Romanesque & Byzantine workmen: by
those workmen they were taught the principles,
and from them received their models, of design;
but to the ornamental feeling and rich fancy of
the Byzantine the Gothic builder added a love of
FACT which is never found in the South* Both
Greek and Roman used conventional foliage in
their ornament, passing into something that was
not foliage at all, knotting itself into strange cup'
likeTuds or clusters, and growing out of lifeless
rods instead ofstems; the Gothic sculptor received
these types, at first, as things thatought to be, just
as we have a second time received them; but he
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could not rest in them* He saw there was no ve/ Naturalism
rarity in them, noknowledge, novitality*Dowhat
he would, he could not help liking the true leaves
better; and cautiously, a little at a time, he put
more of nature into his work, until at last it was
all true, retaining, nevertheless, every valuable
character of the original well/disciplined and de/
signed arrangement*

is it only in external and visi/
ble subject that the Gothic work'
man wrought for truth: he is as
firm in his rendering of imagina/
tiveas ofactual truth; that is to say,
when an idea would have been by

a Roman, or Byzantine, symbolically represent/
ed,the Gothic mind realizes it to the utmost* For
instance, the purgatorial fire is represented in the
mosaicofTorcello (Romanesque) as a red stream,
longitudinally striped like a riband, descending
outof the throne ofChrist, and gradually extend/
ing itself to envelope the wicked* When we are
once informed what this means, it is enough for
itspurpose; but the Gothic inventor doesnot leave
the sign in need of interpretation* He makes the
fire as like real fire as he can; and in the porch of
St* Maclou at Rouen the sculptured flames burst
out ofthe Hades gate, and flicker up, in writhing
tongues of stone, through the interstices of the
niches, as ifthe church itself were on fire* This is
an extreme instance, but it is all the more illus/
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Naturalism trativeoftheentire difference in temper& thought
between the two schools ofart, and ofthe intense
love ofveracity which influenced the Gothic dc*
stern*

DO not say that this love ofverax
city is always healthy in its oper^
ation* I have above noticed the er^

rors into which it falls from des^
pisingdesign; and there is another
kind of error noticeable in the in./

stance just given, in which the love oftruth is too
hasty, and seizes on a surface truth instead of an
inner one* For in representing the Hades fire, it is
not the mere form ofthe flamewhich needs most
to be told, but its unquenchableness, its Divine
ordainment and limitation, & its inner fierceness,
not physical and material, but in being the exs
pression of the wrath of God* And these things
are not tobe told by imitating the fire that flashes
outofahundle of sticks* Ifwe thinkoverhis synv
bolalittle, we shall perhaps find that the Roman/
esque builder told more truth in that likeness
of a blood/red stream, flowing between definite
shores, and out ofGod's throne, Sc expanding, as
if fed byaperpetual current, into the lakewherein
the wicked are cast, than the Gothic builder in
those torch^flickerings about his niches. But this
is not to our immediate purpose; I am not at pre^
sent to insist upon the faults into which the love
of truth was led in the later Gothic times, but on
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the feeling itself, as a glorious and peculiar char/ Naturalism
acteristic ofthe Northern builders* For, observe,
it is not, even in the above instance, love oftruth,
but want of thought, which causes the fault* The
love oftruth, as such, is good, but when it is mis/
directed by thoughtlessness or over/excited by
vanity, and either seizes on facts ofsmallvalue, or
gathers them chiefly that it mayboast of its grasp
and apprehension, itswork maywell become dull
or offensive* Yet let us not, therefore, blame the
inherent love of facts, but the incautiousness of
their selection, and impertinence of their state/
ment*

SAID, in the second place, that
Gothic work,when referred to the
arrangement of all art, as purist,
naturalist, or sensualist, was natu/
ralist*Thischaracter follows neces/

sarily on its extreme love of truth,
prevailing over the sense of beauty, and causing
it to take delight in portraiture ofevery kind, and
to express the various characters of the human
countenance and form, as it did the varieties of
leaves and the ruggedness of branches* And this
tendency is both increased and ennobled by the
same Christian humility which we saw express/
ed in the first character of Gothic work, its rude/
ness* For as that resulted from a humility which
confessed the imperfection of the workman, so
this naturalist portraiture is rendered more faith/
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Naturalism ful by the humility which confesses the imper^
fection of the subject* The Greek sculptor could
neither bear to confess his own feebleness, nor to
tell the faults of the forms that he portrayed* But
the Christianworkman, believing that all is final/'
ly towork together forgood, freelyconfesses both,
and neither seeks to disguise his own roughness
ofwork, nor his subject's roughness ofmake* Yet
this frankness being joined, for themostpart,with
depth of religious reeling in other directions, and
especially with charity, there is sometimes a ten^
dency to Purism in the best Gothic sculpture; so
that it frequently reaches great dignity ofform &
tenderness of expression, yet never so as to lose
theveracityofportraiture, wherever portraiture is
possible: not exalting its kings into demigods,
nor its saints into archangels, but giving what
kingliness and sanctity was in them, to the full,
mixed with due record of their faults; and this in
the most part with a great indifference like that
of Scripture history, which sets down, with un/
moved and unexcusing resoluteness, the virtues
&errors ofall menofwhom it speaks, often leav*-
ing the reader to form his own estimate of them,
without an indication ofthe judgment ofthehis^
torian* And this veracity is carried outby the Go**
thic sculptors in the minuteness and generality,
as well as the equity, oftheir delineation: for they
do not limit their art to the portraiture of saints
and kings,but introduce the most familiar scenes
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and most simple subjects: filling up the back/
grounds ofScripture histories with vivid & curi/
ous representations of the commonest incidents
ofdaily life, and availing themselves ofevery oc/
casion in which, eitheras a symbol, or an explana/
tion of a scene or time, the things familiar to the
eye ofthe workman could be introduced & made
ofaccount* Hence Gothic sculpture and painting
are not only full of valuable portraiture of the
greatest men, but copious records of all the do/
mestic customs & inferiorarts of the ages inwhich
it flourished*

HERE is, however, one direction
i in which the Naturalism of the

Gothicworkmen ispeculiarlyma/
‘

nifested; and this direction is even
more characteristic of the school
than the Naturalism itself; I mean

theirpeculiar fondness forthe formsofVegetation*
In rendering the various circumstances of daily
life, Egyptian and Ninevite sculpture is as frank
and as diffuse as the Gothic* From the highest
pomps of state or triumphs ofbattle, to the most
trivial domestic arts andamusements, all is taken
advantage of to fill the field of granite with the
perpetual interest of a crowded drama; and the
early Lombardic and Romanesque sculpture is
equally copious in its description of the familiar
circumstances ofwar and the chase* But in all the
scenes portrayedby theworkmen ofthesenations,
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Naturalism vegetation occurs only as an explanatory access
sary; the reed is introduced to mark the course of
the river, or the tree to mark the covertofthe wild
beast, or the ambush of theenemy,but there is no
especial interest in the forms or the vegetation
strong enough to induce them to make it a subject
ofseparate and accurate study* Again, amongthe
nationswho followed thearts ofdesign exclusively,
the forms of foliage introduced were meagre and
general, and their real intricacy& lifewere neither
admired nor expressed* But to the Gothic work^
man the living foliage became a subjectof intense
affection, and he struggled to render all its char^
acters with as much accuracy as was compatible
with the laws of his design and the nature of his
material, not unfrequently tempted in his en^
thusiasm to transgress the one and disguise the
other*

HERE is a peculiar significance
in this, indicative both of higher
civilization and gentler tempera^
ment, than had beforebeen mani/-
fested in architecture* Rudeness,&
the love ofchange, which wehave

insisted upon as the first elements of Gothic, are
also elements common to allhealthy schools* But
here is a softer element mingledwiththem,pecu^
liar to the Gothic itself* The rudeness or ignorance
which would have been painfully exposed in the
treatmentof the human form, arestillnot so great
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as to prevent the successful rendering of the way/
side herbage; & the loveofchange, which becomes
morbid and feverish in following the haste of the
hunter and the rage of the combatant, is at once
soothed and satisfied as itwatches the wandering
of the tendril, and the buddingofthe flower* Nor
is this all: the new direction of mental interest
marks an infinite change in the means and the
habits oflife*The nations whose chiefsupportwas
in the chase, whose chief interestwas in the battle,
whose chief pleasure was in the banquet, would
take small care respectingthe shapes or leaves and
flowers; and notice little in the forms of the forest
trees which sheltered them, except the signs indi/
cativeofthewoodwhich wouldmake the toughest
lance, the closest roof, or the clearest fire* The af/
fectionate observation of the grace and outward
character of vegetation is the sure sign of a more
tranquil & gentle existence, sustained by the gifts,
and gladdened by the splendour, of the earth* In
that careful distinction of species, and richness of
delicate & undisturbed organization, which char/
acterize the Gothic design, there is the history of
rural and thoughtful life, influenced by habitual
tenderness, and devoted to subtle inquiry; and
everydiscriminating&delicate touch ofthe chisel,
as it rounds the petal or guides the branch, is a
prophecy of the development of the entire body
of the natural sciences, beginning with that of
medicine, of the recovery of literature, and thees/
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Naturalism tablishment of the most necessary principles of
domestic wisdom and national peace*

HAVE beforealludedtothestrange
and vain supposition, that the origin
nal conception of Gothic architect
ture had been derived from vegetal
tion, from thesymmetryofavenues,
and the interlacing ofbranches* It is

a supposition which never could have existed for
a moment in the mind of any person acquainted
with early Gothic; but, however idle as a theory,
it is most valuable as a testimony to the character
of the perfected style* It is precisely because the
reverse ofthis theory is the fact, because the Gothic
did not arise out of, but develope itself into, a re^
semblance to vegetation, that mis resemblance is
so instructiveas an indicationofthetemper ofthe
builders* It was no chance suggestion of the form
ofan arch from the bendingofa bough, but a gray
dual & continual discovery of a beauty in natural
forms which could be more and more perfectly
transferred into those of stone, that influenced at
once the heart of the people, and the form of the
edifice* The Gothic architecture arose in massy
and mountainous strength, axe/hewn, and iron-¬
bound, block heaved upon block by the monk's
enthusiasm and the soldier's force; and cramped
and stanchioned into such weight of grisly wall,
as might bury the anchoret in darkness, and beat
back the utmost storm of battle, suffering but by
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the same narrow crosslet the passing of the sun/ Naturalism
beam, orof the arrow* Gradually, as that monkish
enthusiasm became more thoughtful, and as the
sound ofwar became moreand more intermittent
beyond the gates of the convent or the keep, the
stony pillar grew slender& the vaulted roof grew
light, till they had wreathed themselves into the
semblance or the summer woods at their fairest,
and of the dead field/flowers, long trodden down
in blood, sweet monumental statues were set to
bloom for ever, beneath the porch of the temple,
or the canopy ofthe tomb*

admired*That sentence ofGenesis, “ I have given
thee every green herb for meat/' like all the restof
the book, has a profound symbolical as well as a
literal meaning* It is not merely the nourishment
of the body, but the food of the soul, that is in/
tended*The green herb is, ofallnature, thatwhich
is most essential to the healthy spiritual life of
man* Mostofus do not need fine scenery; thepre/
cipice & the mountain peakarenot intended to be
seen by all men; perhaps their power is greatest
over those who are unaccustomed to them* But
trees and fields and flowers were made for all, and
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Grotesque/ are necessary for alL Godhas connected the labour
ness which is essential to thebodilysustenancewiththe

pleasures which are healthiest for the heart; and
while He made the ground stubborn, He made
its herbage fragrant, and its blossoms fair* The
proudest architecture that man can build has no
higher honour than to bear the image and recall
the memory of that grass of the field which is, at
once, the type & the support ofhis existence; the
goodly building is then most glorious when it is
sculptured into the likeness ofthe leaves of Para/
dise; and the great Gothic spirit, as we showed it
to be noble in its disquietude, is also noble in its
hold ofnature; it is, indeed, like the dove ofNoah,
in that she found no rest upon the face of the wa/
ters, but like her in this also,“LO, IN HER
MOUTH WAS AN OLIVE BRANCH,
PLUCKED OFF/'

HE fourth essential ele^
mentofthe Gothicmind
was above stated to be
the sense of the GRO/
TESQUE; but I shall
defer the endeavour to

define this most curious
& subtle character until
we have occasion to ex/

amine one of the divi/
sions ofthe Renaissance schools,which was mor/

bidly influenced by it* It is the less necessary to
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insist upon it here, because every reader familiar Rigidity
with Gothic architecture must understand what
I mean, and will, I believe, have no hesitation in
admitting that the tendency to delight in fantastic
and ludicrous, as well as in sublime, images, is a
universal instinct of the Gothic imagination*

H E fifth element above
namedwasRIGIDITY;
and this character I must

endeavourcarefully to de*
fine, for neither the word
I have used, nor any oth^
er that I can think of,will
express itaccurately*For
I mean, not merely sta/
ble, but active rigidity;

the peculiar energy which gives tension to move/
ment,and stiffness to resistance,which makes the
fiercest lightning forked rather than curved, & the*
stoutestoak^branch angular rather than bending,
and is as much seen in the quivering of the lance
as in the glittering of the icicle*

HAVE before had occasion to

note some manifestations of this
energyor fixedness; but it must be
still more attentively considered
here, as it shows itselfthroughout
the whole structure & decoration

of Gothic work* Egyptian and Greek buildings
stand, for the most part, by their own weight and
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Rigidity mass, one stone passively incumbent on another;
but in the Gothic vaults & traceries there is a stiffs
ness analogous to that of the bones of a limb, or
fibres of a tree; an elastic tension and communis
cation of force from part topart, & also a studious
expression of this throughout every visible line
of the building* And, in like manner, the Greek
and Egyptian ornament is either mere surface en'
graving, as if the face ofthe wallhadbeen stamped
with a seal, or its lines are flowing, lithe,& luxuri'
ant; in either case, there is no expression ofenergy
in the framework of the ornament itself. But the
Gothic ornament stands out in prickly indepen'
dence, and frosty fortitude, jutting into crockets,
& freezing into pinnacles; here starting up into a
monster, there germinating into a blossom, anon
knitting itself into a branch, alternately thorny,
bossy, &bristly, orwrithed into every form ofner'
vous entanglement; but, even when most grace'
ful,never for an instant languid,always quickset:
erring, if at all, ever on the side of brusquerie.

H E feelings or habits in the work'
man which give rise to this charac'
ter in the work, are more compli'
cated and various than those indi'
cated by any other sculptural ex'
pression hithertonamed.There is,

first, the habit of hard and rapid working; the in'
dustry of the tribes of the North, quickened by
the coldness of the climate, and giving an expres'
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sion of sharp energy to all they do, as opposed to Rigidity
the languoroftheSouthern tribes, however much
of fire there may be in theheartofthat languor, for
lava itself may flow languidly*There is also the
habit of finding enjoyment in the signs of cold,
which is never found, I believe, in the inhabitants
ofcountries south of the Alps* Cold is to them an
unredeemed evil, to be suffered and forgotten as
soon as may be; but the long winterofthe North
forces the Gothmean the Englishman, French'
man, Dane, or German), if he would lead a hap'
py life at all, to find sources of happiness in foul
weather as well as fair, & to rejoice in the leafless
aswell as in the shady forest* And this we dowith
all our hearts; finding perhaps nearly as much
contentment by theChristmas fire as in the sum'
mer sunshine, & gaining health and strength on
the ice'fieldsofwinter, as well as among the mea'
dows of spring* So that there is nothing adverse
or painful to our feelings in the crampedand stiff'
ened structureofvegetation checked by cold; and
instead of seeking, like the Southern sculptor, to
express only the softness of leafage nourished in
all tenderness, and tempted into all luxurianceby
warm winds and glowing rays, we find pleasure
in dwelling upon the crabbed, perverse, & morose
animation of plants that have known little kind'
ness from earth or heaven, but, season after sea'
son, have had their best efforts palsied by frost,
their brightest buds buried under snow, and their
goodliest limbs lopped by tempest*
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Rigidity HERE are many subtle sympa/
thies &affections which join to com
firm the Gothic mind in this pecu/
liar choice ofsubject; and when we
add to the influenceofthese, thene/
cessities consequent upon the em/

ployment of a rougher material, compelling the
workman to seek for vigour of effect, rather than
refinementof texture or accuracyofform,we have
direct and manifest causes for much of the differ/
ence between the northern and southern cast of
conception : but there are indirect causes holding
a far more important place in the Gothic heart,
though less immediate in their influence on de/
sign* Strength ofwill, independence ofcharacter,
resoluteness ofpurpose, impatienceofundue con-*
trol, and that general tendency to set the individual
reason against authority, and the individual deed
againstdestiny,which, in the Northern tribes, has
opposed itself throughout all ages to the languid
submission, in the Southern, of thought to tradi/
tion,&purpose to fatality, areall more or less trace/
able in the rigid lines, vigorous & various masses,
and daringly projecting & independent structure
ofthe Northern Gothic ornament: while the op/
posite feelings are in like manner legible in the
graceful and softly guided waves ana wreathed
bands, inwhich Southern decoration is constantly
disposed; in its tendency to lose its independence,
and fuse itself into the surface ofthe masses upon



which it is traced; and in the expression seen so Rigidity
often, in the arrangement of those masses them*'
selves, ofan abandonmentof their strength to an
inevitable necessity, or a listless repose*

IHERE he measure,
8C error in the excess, ofboth these
characters of mind, and in both of
the styles which they have created;
the best architecture, and the best
temper, are thosewhichunite them

both; and this fifth impulse of the Gothic heart is
therefore that which needs most caution in its in*
dulgence*<[ It is more definitely Gothic than any
other, but the best Gothic building is not that
which is most Gothic: it can hardly be too frank
in its confession ofrudeness, hardly too rich in its
changefulness, hardly too faithful in its naturae
lism; but it may go too far in its rigidity, and, like
the great Puritan spirit in its extreme, lose itself
either in frivolityofdivision, or perversity ofpur*'
pose* It actually did so in its later times; but it is SeeAppendix
gladdening to rememberthat in its utmostnobler Note K*
ness, the very temper which has been thought
most adverse to it, the Protestant spirit of self-
dependence & inquiry,was expressed in its every
line. Faith and aspiration there were, in every
Christian ecclesiastical building, from the first
century to the fifteenth; but the moral habits to
which England in this age owes the kindof greats
ness that she has, the habits of philosophical in^
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Redundance vestigation, of accurate thought, of domestic se-
elusion and independence, of stern self-reliance
and sincere uprightsearchinginto religioustruth,
were only traceable in the features whichwere the
distinctive creation of the Gothic schools, in the
veined foliage,andthornyfretwork,and shadowy
niche, and buttressed pier, and fearless height of

SeeAppendix subtle pinnacle & crested tower, sent like an “ un-
Note L. perplexed question up to Heaven/'

AST, because the least
essential, of the constitu¬
ent elements of this noble
school, was placed that of
REDUNDANCE, the
uncalculating bestowal of
the wealth of its labour*
There is, indeed, much
Gothic, & that ofthe best
period, in which this ele¬

ment is hardly traceable, & which depends for its
effect almost exclusively on loveliness of simple
design and grace ofuninvolvedproportion: still, in
themost characteristic buildings, a certain portion
oftheireffect depends upon accumulation oforna¬
ment ; &manyofthose which havemost influence
on the minds of men, have attained it by means
of this attribute alone* And although, by careful
studyofthe school, it is possible to arrive at a con-
ditionoftastewhich shall be better contented by a
few perfect lines than by a whole facade covered
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with fretwork, the building which only satisfies Redundance
such a taste is not to be considered the best* For
the very first requirement of Gothic architecture
being, as we saw above, that it shall both admit
the aid, and appeal to theadmiration, of the rudest
as well as the most refined minds, the richness of
the work is, paradoxical as the statementmay ap-
pear, apart of its humility* No architecture is so
haughty as that which is simple; which refuses to
address the eye, except in a few clear and forceful
lines; which implies,in offering so little to our re-
gards, thatall it has offered is perfect; & disdains,
either by the complexity or the attractiveness of
its features, to embarrass our investigation, or be-
tray us into delight* That humility, which is the
very life of the Gothic school, is shown not only
in the imperfection, but in the accumulation, of
ornament* The inferior rank of the workman is
often shown as much in the richness, as the roughs
ness, of his work; and if the co-operation of every
hand, and the sympathy of every heart, are to be
received, we must be content to allow the redun¬
dance which disguisesthefailure ofthe feeble, and
wins the regard of the inattentive*There are, how¬
ever, far nobler interests mingling, in the Gothic
heart, with the rude love of decorative accumula¬
tion : a magnificent enthusiasm which feels as if
it never could do enough to reach the fulness of its
ideal; an unselfishness of sacrifice, which would
rather cast fruitless labour before the altar than
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Redundance stand idle in the market; and finally, a profound
sympathywith the fulness & wealth ofthe mate**
rialuniverse, rising outofthat Naturalism whose
operation we have alreadyendeavoured to define.
The sculptor who sought for his models among
the forest leaves, couldnotbutquickly and deeply
feel that complexity need not involve the loss of
grace, nor richness that of repose; and every hour
which he spent in the study of the minute and
various work of Nature, madehim feel more for^
cibly the barrenness of what was best in that of
man: nor is it to be wondered at, that, seeing her
perfect and exquisite creations poured forth in a
profusion which conception could not grasp nor
calculation sum, he should think that it ill became
him to be niggardly of his own rude craftsman^
ship; and where hesawthroughoutthe universea
faultless beauty lavished on measureless spaces of
broidered field and bloomingmountain, to grudge
his poor & imperfect labour to the few stones that
he had raised one upon another, for habitation or
memoriaLThe years ofhis lifepassedawaybefore
his task was accomplished; but generation suc^
ceeded generation with unwearied enthusiasm,
and the cathedral front was at last lost in the
tapestry of its traceries, like a rock among the
thickets and herbage of spring.
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E have now, I believe,
obtained a view ap'
proaching to complex
teness of the various
moral or imaginative
elements which com*'

posed the inner spirit
of Gothic architect'
ure. We have, in the
secondplace, to define

its outward form* Cl Now, as the Gothic spirit is
made up ofseveral elements, some ofwhich may,
in particular examples, be wanting,so the Gothic
form is madeup ofminorconditions ofform, some
ofwhich may, in particular examples, be imper'
fectly developed* we cannot say, therefore, that a
building is either Gothic or not Gothic in form,
any more that we can in spirit* We can only say
that it is more or less Gothic, in proportion to the
number ofGothic forms which it unites*

HERE have been made lately
§ many subtle and ingenious endea'

vours to base the definitionofGo'
thic form entirely upon the roof'
vaulting; endeavours which are
both forced and futile: for manyof

the best Gothic buildings in the world have roofs
oftimber, which havenomoreconnexionwith the
main structure of thewalls ofthe edifice than ahat
has with that of the head it protects; and other
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The Nature Gothic buildings are merelyenclosures of spaces,
ofGothic as ramparts and walls, or enclosures ofgardens or

cloisters, and have no roofs at all, in the sense in
which theword4 4 roof" is commonlyaccepted*But
every readerwhohas ever taken the slightest inters
est in architecture must know that there is a great
popular impression on this matter, which main'
tains itselfstiffly in its old form, in spite ofall ration
cination and definition; namely, that a flat lintel
frompillar to pillar is Grecian, a round arch Nor/
man or Romanesque, and a pointed arch Gothic*
And the oldpopularnotion, as far as it goes, is per/
fectly right, and can never be bettered* The most
striking outward feature in all Gothic architecture
is, that it is composed ofpointed arches, as in Ro/
manesque that it is in like manner composed of
round; & this distinction would be quite as clear,
though the roofs were taken off every cathedral
in Europe* <[ Andyet ifwe examinecarefully into
the real force and meaning of the term44 roof,"we
shall perhaps be able to retain the old popular
idea in a definition of Gothic architecture which
shall also express whatever dependence that ar/
chitecture has upon true forms of roofing*

N Chap* XIII* of the first volume
of The Stones ofVenice, the read/
er will remember that roofs were

considered as generally divided in/
to two parts: the roof proper, that
is to say, the shell, vault, or ceiling,
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internally visible; and the roof mask, which pro/ The Nature
tects this lower roof from the weather* In some ofGothic
buildings these parts are united in one framework;
but, in most, they are more or less independent of
each other, & in nearly all Gothic buildings there
is a considerable interval between them. Now
it will often happen, as above noticed, that owing
to the nature of the apartments required, or the
materials at hand, the roof proper may be flat,
coved or domed, in buildings which in their walls
employ pointed arches, and are, in the straitest
sense ofthe word, Gothic in all other respects*Yet
so far forth as the roofing alone is concerned, they
are not Gothic unless the pointed arch be the prim
cipal form adopted either in the stone vaulting or
the timbers of the roofproper*CI shall say then,
in the first place, that ** Gothic architecture is that
which uses, ifpossible, the pointed arch in the roof
>roper*” This is the first step in our definition*

E C O N D LY, Although there
may be many advisable or neces/
sary forms for the lower roof or
ceiling, there is, in cold countries
exposed to rain 8C snow, only one
advisable form for the roof/mask,

and that is the gable, for this alone will throw off
both rain and snow from all parts of its surface as
speedily as possible* Snow can lodge on the top of
a dome, not on the ridge of a gable* And thus, as
far as roofing is concerned, the gable is a far more
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The Nature essential feature of Northern architecture than
of Gothic the pointed vault, for the one is a thorough neces*

sity, the other often a graceful conventionality;
the gable occurs in the timber roofofevery dwek
ling/'house and every cottage, but not the vault;
& the gable built on a polygonal or circular plan,

SeeAppendix is the origin of the turret and spire; and all the
Note M* so-called aspiration of Gothic architecture is, as

noticed(Voh I♦ Chap* X11. Sec* vi ♦ ofThe Stones
of Venice), nothing more than its development.
So that we must add to our definition another
clause, which will be, at present, by far the most
important, and it will stand thus:" Gothic archie
tecture is that which uses the pointed arch for the
roof proper, and the gable for the roof/mask*”

here, in passing, let us notice
a principle as true in architecture
as in morals* It is not the com/

pelled,but the wilful,transgression
of law which corrupts the charac^
ter* Sin is not in the act, but in the

choice* It is a law for Gothic architecture, that it
shall use the pointed arch for its roofproper; but
because, in many cases ofdomestic building, this
becomes impossible for want ofroom (the whole
height of the apartment being required every./
where), or in various otherways inconvenient, flat
ceilings maybe used, andyet the Gothic shall not
lose its purity* ([But in the roof/mask, there can
be no necessity nor reason for a change of form:
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the gable is the best; arid if any other, dome, or
bulging crown, or whatsoever else, be employed
at all, it must be in pure caprice and wilful trans/
gression of law* And wherever, therefore, this is
done, the Gothic has lost its character; it is pure
Gothic no more*

N D this last clause of the defini/
tion is to be more strongly insisted
upon, because it includes multitu/
des ofbuildings, especially domes/
tic, which are Gothic in spirit, but
which we are not in the habit of

embracing in our general conceptionofGothic ar/
chitecture; multitudes of street dwelling/houses
and straggling country farm/houses, built with
little care for beauty,orobservance ofGothic laws
in vaults or windows, and yet maintaining their
character by the sharp and quaint gables of the
roofs* And, for the reason just given, a house is
far more Gothic which has square windows, and
a boldly gable roof, than one which iias pointed
arches for the windows, and a domed or flat roof*
For it often happened in the best Gothic times,
as it must in all times, that it was more easy and
convenient to make a window square than point/
ed: not but that,as above emphatically stated, the
richness of church architecture was also found in
domestic; and systematically “when the point/
ed arch was used in the church it was used in the
street,”only in all times there were cases in which
men could not build as they would, and were ob/
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Fig*VIII*

liged to construct their doors or windows in the
readiest way; and this readiest way was then, in
small work, as it will be to the end of time, to put

a flat stone for a lintel, &
build the windows as in
Fig* VIIL; & the occurs
rence of such windows in
a building or a street will
not un-Gothicize them,

so long as the bold gable roofbe retained, and the
spirit of the work be visibly Gothic in other re-*
spects* But if the roof be wilfully and conspicu-
ously of any other form than the gable, if it be
domed, orTurkish, or Chinese, the building has
positive corruption, mingled with its Gothic ele-
ments, in proportion to the conspicuousness of
the roof; and, if not absolutely un-Gothicized,
can maintain its character only by such vigour of
vital Gothic energy in other parts as shall cause
the roof to be forgotten, thrown off like an eschar
from the living frame* Nevertheless,we must al-
ways admit that it may be forgotten, and that if
the Gothic seal be indeed set firmly on the walls,
we are not to cavil at the forms reserved for the
tiles and leads* For, observe, as our definition at
present stands, being understood of large roofs
only, it will allow a conical glass-furnace to be a
Gothic building; but will not allow so much, ei¬
ther of the Duomo of Florence, or the Baptistery
of Pisa*We must either mend it, therefore, or un¬
derstand it in some broader sense*
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ND now, if the reader wilMook The Nature
back to the fifth paragraph of ofGothic
Chap* III*, VoL I* of The Stones
of Venice, he will find that I care^

fully extended my definition of a
roof so as to include more than is

usually understood by the term* It was there said
to be the covering of a space, narrow or wide* It
does not in the least signify, with respect to the
real nature of the covering, whether the space
protected be two feet wide, or ten; though in the
one case we call the protection an arch, in the
other a vault or roof* But the real point to be con^
sidered is, the manner in which this protection
stands, and not whether it is narrow or broad*We
call the vaulting of a bridge"an arch/' because it
is narrow with respect to the river it crosses; but
if it were built above us on the ground,we should
call it awaggonvault, because thenwe should feel
the breadth of it*The real question is the nature
of the curve,not the extent ofspace over which it
is carried: and this is more the case with respect
to Gothic than to any other architecture; for in
the greater number of instances, the form of the
roof is entirely dependent on the ribs; the domu
cal shells being constructed in all kinds of incline
ations, quite indeterminable by the eye, and all
that is definite in their character being fixed by
the curves of the ribs*
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ET us then consider our definition
as including the narrowest arch, or
tracery bar, as well as the broadest
roof, and it will be nearly a perfect
one* For the fact is, that all good
Gothic is nothing more than the

development, in various ways, and on every com
ceivable scale, ofthe group formed by the pointed
arch for the bearing line below, and the gable for
the protecting line above; & from the huge, grey,
shaly slope of the cathedral roof, with its elastic
pointed vaults beneath, to the slight crowmlike
points that enrich the smallest niche of its door^
way, one law& one expression will be found in all*
The modes of supportandofdecoration are infim
itely various, but the real character of the builds
Fig: IX ing,in all goodGothic, depends upon the

A single lines ofthe gable over the pointedarch, Fig: IX, endlessly rearranged or
repeated* The larger woodcut, Fig: X.
on pages 97& 98, represents three chaiv

acteristic conditions ofthe treatmentof the group:
a, from a tomb at Verona (132.8); b, one of the
lateral porches at Abbeville; c, one of the uppers
most points of the great western facade of Rouen
Cathedral; both these last being, I believe, early
work of the fifteenth century* The forms of the
pure early English & French Gothic are too well
known to need any notice: my reason will appear
presently for choosing, by way of example, these
somewhat rare conditions*
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UT, first,let us trywhether we can-" The Nature
not get the forms of the other great ofGothic
architectures of the world broadly
expressed by relations ofthe same
lines intowhichwe have compress
sed the Gothic*We may easily do

this ifthe reader will first allow me to remind him
ofthe true nature ofthe pointed arch, as it was ex/
pressed in Sec* x* Chap* X* of the first volume of
The Stones of Venice* It was said there, that it
ought to be called a “curved gable,” for, strictly
speaking, an “arch”cannot be “pointed”The so/
called pointed arch ought always to be considered
as a gable, with its sides curved in order to en/
able them to bear pressure from without* Thus
considering it, there are but three ways in which
an interval between piers can be bridged, the three
ways represented by a, b,
and c,Fig: XI *, onpage98,
a, the lintel; b, the round
arch; c, the gable* All the
architects in theworldwill
never discover any other
ways of bridging a space
than these three; theymay
vary the curve ofthe arch,
or curve the sides of the
gable or break them; but
indoingthis theyaremere/
lymodifying or subdivide
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ing,notaddingto the gene'
ric forms.CENow there are
three good architectures in
the world, and there never
can be more, correspond'
ent to each of these three
simple ways ofcovering in
a space, which is the origi'
nal function ofall architect
tures. And those three ar'

chitectures are pure exact'
ly inproportion to the sim'
plicityand directness with
which theyexpress thecon'
dition ofroofing on which
they are founded. They
have many interestingva'
rieties, according to their
scale, manner of decora'
tion, and character of the
nations by whom they are
practised, but all their va'
rieties are finally referable
to the three great heads:

a, Greek: Architecture of the Lintel, b, Roman'
Fig: XI. esque: Architecture of

theRoundArch.c,Go'
Ij—|-j nr) thic: Architecture ofthe11 1 * Gable.
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C The three names, Greek, Romanesque, and The Nature
Gothic, are indeed inaccurate when used in this ofGothic
vast sense, because they imply national limita^
tions; but the three architectures may neverthe^
less not unfitly receive their names from those
nations by whom they were carried to thehighest
perfection* We may thus briefly state their cx<
isting varieties*
a, GRE E K: Lintel Architecture:

H E worst of the three; and, consi'
dered with reference to stone con'

struction, always in some meas'
ure barbarous* Its simplest type is
Stonehenge; its most refined, the
Parthenon; its noblest, theTern'

pie of Karnak*C In the hands ofthe Egyptian, it
is sublime; in those of the Greek, pure; in those
of the Roman, rich; and in those of the Renais'
sance builder, effeminate*
b, ROMANESQUE: Round'arch Architect

EVERthoroughly developed un^
tilChristian times*It falls into two

great branches, Eastern & West'
em, or Byzantineand Lombardic;
changing respectively inprocess of
time, with certain helps from each

other, into Arabian Gothic,and Teutonic Gothic*
Its most perfect Lombardic type is the Duomo of
Pisa; its most perfect Byzantine type (I believe),
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St. Mark's at Venice* Its highest glory is, that it
has no corruption* It perishes in giving birth to
another architecture as noble as itself*
c, GOTHIC: Architecture of the Gable:

HE daughterof the Romanesque;
and, like the Romanesque, divide
ed into two great branches,West'
ern and Easterner Pure Gothic&
Arabian Gothic; ofwhich the lat'
ter is called Gothic, only because it

has many Gothic forms, pointed arches, vaults,
etc*, but its spirit remains Byzantine, more es'
pecially in the form of the rook-mask, of which,
with respect to these three great families,we have
next to determine the typical form*

OR, observe, the distinctions we
have hitherto been stating depend
on the form of the stones first laid
from pier to pier; that is to say, of
the simplest condition of roofs pro¬
per. Adding the relations of the

roofimask to these lines, we shall have the per'
feet type of form for each school*® In the Greek,
the Western Romanesque, and Western Gothic,
the roof-mask is the gable; in the Eastern Ro'
manesque, and Eastern Gothic, it is the dome:
but I havenot studied the roofingofeitherofthese
last two groups, and shall not venture to genera'
lisethemina diagram*Butthethree groups,in the
handsoftheWesternbuilders,maybe thus simply

too



Fig: XILrepresented: a, Fig:
}Sl*, Greek;b,West'
ern Romanesque; c,
Western, or true, Go/
thic* ([Now, observe,
first, that the relation —

of the roof/mask to a b c

the roof proper, in the Greek type, forms that pe/
diment which gives its most striking character to
the temple, and is the principal recipient of its
sculptural decoration*The relation of these lines,
therefore, is just as important in the Greek as in
the Gothic schools*

ECONDLY, the reader must ob/
serve the difference of steepness in
the Romanesque and Gothic ga/
bles*This is not an unimportant
distinction, nor an undecided one*
The Romanesque gable does not

pass gradually into the more elevated form; there
is a great gulf between the two; the whole effect
of all Southern architecture being dependent up/
on the use of the flat gable, and of all Northern
upon that of the acute* I need not here dwell up/
on the difference between the lines of an Italian
village, or the flat tops ofmost Italian towers, and
the peaked gables and spires ofthe North, attain/
ingtheir most fantastic development, I believe,
in Belgium: but it may be well to state the law of
separation,namely, thataGothic gable must have
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The Nature all its angles acute, and a Romanesque one must
ofGothic have the upper one obtuse; or, to give the reader

TTT a simple practical rule,
rig:XI1take ^„ or^ble, a or b,

Fig: XIII*, and strike
a semicircle on its base;
if its top rises above the
semicircle, as at b, it is a
Gothic gable; if it falls
beneath it, a Romans
esque one; but the best
forms in each group are
those which are diss

tinctly steep, or distinctly low* In the figure, f is,
perhaps, the average of Romanesque slope, and
£ of Gothic*

UTalthough we do not find a tran>
sition fromone school into theother
in the slope of the gable, there is
often a confusion between the two
schools in the association of the gas
ble with the arch below it* It has

just been stated that the pure Romanesque cons
dition is the round arch under the low gable, a,
Fig: XIV* on next page, and the pureGothic cons
dition is the pointed arch under the high gable, b*
But in the passage from one style to the other,we
sometimes find the two conditions reversed; the
pointed arch under a low gable, as d> or the round
arch under a high gable, as c*The form d occurs in
the tombs ofVerona, and cin the doors of Venice*
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Figt XIV.

abed
E have thus determined the rela<
tion of Gothic to the other archie
tectures of the world, as far as res

gards the main lines of its cons^
truction ;but there is still one word
which needs to be added toourde^

finitionof its form,with respect to a part of its de/
coration,which rises out of that construction.We
have seen that the first ___ _

condition of its form, is, ^ **
thatitshallhavepointed ,

arches.W^hen Gothic is J/perfect, therefore, it will
follow that the pointed^ ,

arches must be built in
the strongest possible j
manner. <L Now, if the
readerwill look toChap.
XI.Vol.I.,oftheStones
of Venice, he will find .li¬
the subject of the ma/ d
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sonryofthepointedarch
discussed at length, and
the conclusion deduced,
thatofallpossible forms

e of the pointed arch (a
certain weight of material being given), that ge^
nerically represented at e, Fig: XV,, is the strongs
est, In fact, the reader can see in a moment that
the weakness of the pointed arch is in its flanks,
and that by merely thickening them gradually at
this point all chance of fracture is removed. Or,
perhaps, more simply still: Suppose a gable built
of stone, as at a, and pressed upon from without
by a weight in the direction of the arrow, clearly
it would be liable to fall in, as at b,To prevent
this, we make a pointed arch of it, as at c; & now
it cannot fall inwards, but if pressed upon from
above may give way outwards, as at d. But at last
we build it as at e, and now it can neither fall out
nor in.

H E forms of arch thus obtained,
with a pointed projection called a
cusp on each side, must for ever
be delightful to the human mind,
as being expressive of the utmost
strength and permanency obtain^

ablewith a given mass ofmaterial. But it was not
by any such process ofreasoning, norwith anyre^
ference to laws ofconstruction, that the cusp was
originally invented. It is merelythe special appli^
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cation to the arch ofthe great ornamental system The Nature
ofFOLIATION;ortheadaptationoftheforms ofGothic
of leafage which has been above insisted upon as
theprincipal characteristic ofGothic Naturalism*
This love of foliage was exactly proportioned, in
its intensity, to the increase ofstrength intheGo^
thic spirit: in the Southern Gothic it is soft leafage
that is most loved; in the Northern, thorny leak
age* And ifwe take up any northern illuminated
manuscriptof the great Gothic time,we shall find
every one of its leaf ornaments surrounded by a
thorny structure laid round it in gold or in colour;
sometimes apparently copied faithfully from the
prickly development of the pjg, XVI*
root of the leaf in the thistle,
running along the stems and
branches exactly as the this^
tie leaf does along its own
stem, and with sharp spines
proceeding from the points,
as in Fig* XVI* At other
times, & for the most part in
work of the thirteenth cen^

tury,the golden ground takes
the form of pure and severe
cusps, sometimes enclosing the leaves, sometimes
filling up the forks of the branches (as in the ex^
ample fig* i, Plate I*, Vol* III* ofThe Stones of
Venice),passing imperceptiblyfrom the distinct^
ly vegetable condition (in which it is just as cer/
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The Nature tainly representative of the thorn, as other parts
of Gothic p'_. XVIL °f design are °f the*

bud, leaf, & fruit) into the
crests on the necks, or the
membranous sails of the
wings, of serpents, dra^
ons, SC other grotesques,
as in Fig* XVlI* and into
rich SC vague fantasies of
curvature; among which,
however, the pure cusped
system ofthepointedarch

is continually discernible, not accidentally, but
designedly indicated, and connecting itself with
the literally architectural portions of the design*

HE system, then, ofwhat is called
Foliation, whether simple, as in
the cusped arch, or complicated, as
in tracery, rose out of this love of
leafage; not that the form of the
arch is intended to imitate a leaf,

jut to be invested with the same characters of
beauty which the designer had discovered in the
leaf Observe, there is a wide difference between
these two intentions* The idea that large Gothic
structure, in arches and roofs, was intended to
imitate vegetation, is, as above noticed, unteny
able for an instant in the front of facts* But the
Gothic builderperceived that, in the leaveswhich
he copied for his minor decorations, there was a
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peculiar beauty, arising from certain characters The Nature
of curvature in outline, and certain methods of ofGothic
subdivision and of radiation in structure* On a

small scale, in his sculptures & his missaLpaint^
ing, he copied the leaf or thorn itself; on a large
scale he adopted from it its abstract sources of
beauty, and gave the same kind ofcurvatures and
the same species of subdivision to the outline of
his arches, so far as was consistent with their
strength, never, in any single instance, suggests
ing the resemblance to leafage by irregularity of
outline, but keeping the structure perfectly sinv
pie, and, as we nave seen, so consistent with the
best principles ofmasonry, that in the finest Go^
thic designs of arches, which are always single^
cusped (the cinquefoiled arch being licentious,
though in earlywork oftenvery lovely), it is liters
ally impossible, without consulting the context
of the building, to say whether the cusps have
been added for the sake of beauty or ofstrength;
nor, though in mediaeval architecture they were,
I believe, assuredly first employed in mere love
oftheir picturesque form, am I absolutely certain
that their earliest invention was not a structural
effort* For the earliest cusps with which I am ac^
quainted are those used in the vaults ofthe great
galleries of the Serapeum, discovered in 1850 by
M* Mariette at Memphis, and described byCoL
Onel Hamilton in a paper read February23,1853,
before the Royal Society of Literature*The roofs
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of its galleries were admirably shown in Colonel
Hamilton's drawings made to scale upon the
spot, and their profile is acusped round arch, per/
fectly pure and simple; but whether thrown into
this form for the sake ofstrength or ofgrace, I am
unable to say*

T is evident, however, that the
} structural advantage ofthe cusp is

available only in the case ofarches
on a comparatively small scale* If
the arch becomes very large, the
Iprojections under the flanks must

become too ponderous to be secure; the suspends
ed weight of stone would be liable to break off,
and such arches are therefore never constructed
with heavy cusps, but rendered secure by general
mass ofmasonry; & what additional appearance
ofsupport maybe thought necessary (sometimes
a considerable degree or actual support) is given
by means of tracery*

Fwhat I stated in the second chap/
terof the Seven Lamps, respecting
the nature of tracery, I need repeat
here only this much, that it began
in the use ofpenetrations through
thestoneworkofwindowsorwalls,

cut into forms which looked like stars when seen

from within, & like leaves when seen from with/
out; the name foil or feuille being universallyap/
plied to the separate lobes of their extremities,
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Fig* XVIILand the pleasure res
ceived from them
being the same as
that which we feel
in the triple, quads
ruple or other radis
ated leaves of veges
tation, joined with
the perception of a
severely geometrical
order & symmetry*
A few of the most

common forms are

represented uncons
fused by exterior
mouldings, in Fig*
XVIII*, & the best
traceries are nothing
more than clusters ofsuch forms,with mouldings
following their outlines*

EggHE term “foliated,” therefore, is
equally descriptive ofthemostpers
feet conditions both of the simple
arch and of the traceries by which
in later Gothic it is filled; and this
foliation is an essential character

of the style* No Gothic is either good or characs
teristic,which is not foliated either in its archesror
apertures* Sometimes the bearing arches are fo^
liated, and the ornamentation above composed of
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The Nature figure sculpture; sometimes the bearing arches
ofGothic are plain, and the ornamentation above them is

composed of foliated apertures* But the element
of foliation must enter somewhere, or the style is
imperfect* And our final definition ofGothic will
therefore, stand thus:" FOLIATED Architects
ure, which uses the pointed arch for the roofpros;
per, and the gable for the roofsmask*”

N D now there is but one point
more to be examined, & we have
done* € Foliation, while it is the
most distinctive and peculiar, is
also the easiest method ofdecoras
tion which Gothic architecture

possesses; and, although in the disposition of the
proportions and forms of foils, the most noble

imagination may be
shown, yet a builder
without imagination
at all, or any other fas
culty of design, can
produce effect upon
the mass of his work
by merely covering it
with foolish foliation*
Throw any number
of crossing lines tos
gether at random, as
in Figure XIX*, and
fill all their squares

no

Fig: XIX*



and oblong openings with quatrefoils & cinque/ The Nature
foils, and you will immediately have what will ofGothic
stand, with most people, for very satisfactory
Gothic.The slightest possible acquaintance with
existing forms will enable any architect to vary
his patterns of foliation with as much ease as he
would those of a kaleidoscope, and to produce a
building which the present Europeanpublic will
thinkmagnificent,though there may not be, from
foundation to coping, one ray of invention,or any
other intellectual merit, in the whole mass of it.
But floral decoration, & the disposition ofmoulds
ings,require some skill& thought; and, ifthey are
tobe agreeable atall,mustbeverily invented,orac/
curately copied.They cannot be drawn altogether
at random,without becoming so commonplace as
to involve detection: and although, as I have just
said, the noblest imagination may be shown in
the disposition of traceries, there is far more room
for itsplayand power when those traceries are as/
sociated with floral or animal ornament; and it is
probable, a priori, that, wherever true invention
exists, such ornament will be employed in pro/
fusion.

OW, all Gothicmay be divided in/
to two vast schools, one early, the
other late; ofwhich the former, no/ SeeAppend!ble, inventive, & progressive, uses Note O.
the element of foliation moderate/
ly, that of floral & figure sculpture
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decoration profusely; the latter, ignoble,uninven '
tive, and declining, uses foliation immoderately,
floral & figure sculpture subordinately. The two
schools touch each other at that instant of mo/

mentous change, dweltupon in the Seven Lamps,
Chap* II*, p* 54, a period later or earlier in differs
ent districts, but which may be broadly stated as
the middle ofthe fourteenth century; Doth styles
being, ofcourse, in their highest excellence at the
moment when they meet; the one ascending to
the point of junction, the other declining from it,
but, at first, not in any marked degree, and only
showing the characters which justify its being
above called, generically, ignoble, as its declen^
sion reaches steeper slope*

F these two great schools, the first
uses foliation only in large & sim*-
pie masses, and covers the minor
members, cusps, etc*, of that foliar
tion with various sculpture* The
latter decorates foliation itselfwith

minor foliation, & breaks its traceries into endless
and lacexlike subdivision of tracery* CE A few in^
stances will explain the difference clearly* Fig: 2,
Plate XII* representshalfofan eighthfoiled aper^
turefrom Salisbury; where the element of foliar
tion is employed in the larger disposition of the
starryform; butin the decoration ofthe cusp ithas
entirely disappeared, and the ornament is floral*
C But inFig: 1, which is partofa fringeround one
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ofthelaterwindows in RouenCathedral,the foliar The Nature
tion is firstcarriedboldly round thearch, and then ofGothic
each cusp ofitdivided intoother formsoffoliation*
The two larger canopies of niches below, Figs: 5
and 6, are respectively those seen at the flanks of
the two uppermost examples ofgabled Gothic in
Fix: X*, pages 97 and 98* Those examples were
there chosen in order also to illustrate the distinct
tion in the character of ornamentation which we

are at presentexamining; & ifthe reader will look
back to them, and compare theirmethods of treats
ment, he willat once be enabled to fixthatdistinct
tion clearly in his mind* He will observe that in
the uppermost the element of foliation is scrupu^
lously confined to the bearing arches ofthe gable,
and of the lateral niches, so that, on any given side
of the monument, only three foliated arches are
discernible* All the rest of the ornamentation is
“bossy sculpture,” set on the broad marble sur^
face* On the point of the gable are set the shield
and dog/crestoftheScalas,with itsbronzewings,
as of a dragon, thrown out from it on either side;
below, an admirably sculptured oak-tree fills the
centre of the field; beneath it is the death ofAbel,
Abel lying dead upon his face on one side, Cain
opposite,looking up to heaven in terror: the bor/
der ofthe arch is formed of various leafage, alters
nating with the Scala shield; &the cusps are each
filledby one flower, and two broad flowing leaves*
The whole is exquisitely relieved by colour; the
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ground being of pale red Verona marble, and the
statues & foliage ofwhite Carrara marble, inlaid.

HE figure below it, b, represents
the southern lateral door of the
principal church in Abbeville; the
smallness of the scale compelled
me tomake it somewhatheavier in
the lines of its traceries than it is in

reality, but the door itself is one of the most ex^
quisite pieces of flamboyant Gothic in the world;
and it is interesting to see the shield introduced
here, at the pointof the gable, in exactlythe same
manner as in the upper example, and with pre^
cisely the same purpose* to stay the eye in its as^
cent, & to keep it frombeingoffended by the sharp
point of the gable, the reversed angle of the shield
being so energetic as completely to balance the
upward tendency of the great convergent lines* It
will be seen, however, as this example is studied,
that its other decorations are altogether different
from those of the Veronese tomb; that, here, the
whole effect is dependenton mere multiplications
ofsimilar lines of tracery, sculpture being hardly
introduced except in the seated statue under the
central niche, and, formerly, in groups filling the
shadowy hollows under the small niches in the
archivolt,butbroken away in the Revolution*And
ifnow we turn to Plate XlL, just passed, and ex^
amine the heads of the two lateral niches there
given from each of these monuments on a larger
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scale, the contrastwill beyet moreapparent* The The Nature
one from Abbeville (Fig: 5), though it contains ofGothic
much floral workofthe crisp Northernkind in its
finial and crockets,yet depends for all its effect on
the various patterns of foliation with which its
spacesare filled; and it is so cut through & through
that it is hardly stronger than a piece of lace:
whereas the pinnacle from Verona depends for its
effect on onebroadmass ofshadow, boldlyshaped
into the trefoil in its bearing arch; and there is no
other trefoil on that side of the niche* All the rest

of its decoration is floral, or by almonds &bosses;
and its surface of stone is unpierced, and kept in
broad light, and the mass of it thick and strong
enough to stand for as many more centuries as it
has already stood, scatheless, in the open street of
Verona* The figures 3 and 4, above each niche,
show how the same principles are carried out into
the smallest detailsof the two edifices, 3 beingthe
moulding which borders the gable at Abbeville,
and 4 that in the same position at Verona; and as
thus in all cases the distinction in their treatment

remains the same, the one attracting the eye to
broad sculptured surfaces, the other to involutions
of intricate lines, I shall hereafter characterize the
two schools, whenever I have occasion to refer to
them, the one as Surface Gothic, the other as Lin^
ear Gothic.
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OW observe: it is not, at present,
the question, whether the form of
the Veroneseniche, & the designof

j£{F3J It its flower/work, be as good as they
fjvgl Ml mighthavebeen;butsimply,which

the two architectural principles
is the greaterand better. And this we cannothesi/
tate for an instant in deciding.The Veronese Go/
thicis strong in its masonry, simple in its masses,
but perpetual in its variety. The late French Go/
thic isweak in masonry, broken in mass, & repeats
the same idea continually. It isvery beautiful, but
the Italian Gothic is the nobler style,

IET, in saying that the French
Gothic repeats one idea, I mean
merely that it depends too much
upon the foliation of its traceries.

I The disposition of the traceries
themselves is endlessly varied and

inventive; and, indeed, the mind of the French
workman was, perhaps, even richer in fancy than
that of the Italian, only he had been taught a less
noble style. This is especially to be remembered
with respect to the subordination of figure sculps
ture above noticed as characteristic ofthe laterGo/
thic.CIt is not that such sculpture is wanting; on
the contrary, it is oftenworked into richer groups,
and carried out with a perfection ofexecution, far
greater than those which adorn the earlier build/
ings: but, in the early work, it is vigorous, pro'
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rninent, and essential to the beauty of the whole;
in the late work, it is enfeebled, and shrouded in
the veil of tracery, from which it may often be re/
moved with little harm to the general effect*

OW the reader may rest assured
that no principle ofart is more ab/
solute than this, that a composi/
tion from which anything can be
removed without doing mischief,
is always so far forth inferior* On

this ground, therefore, if on no other, there can
be no question, for a moment, which of the two
schools is the greater; although there are many
most noble works in the French traceried Gothic,
having a sublimity of their own, dependent on
their extreme richness and grace of line, and for
which we may be most grateful to their builders*
And, indeed, the superiority of the Surface Goth/
ic cannot be completely felt, until we compare it
with the more degraded Linear schools, as, for in/
stance,with our own English perpendicular*The
ornaments of theVeronese niche, which we have
used forour example, are by no means among the
best of their school, yet they will serve our pur/
pose for such a comparison*That of its pinnacle
is composed of a single upright flowering plant,
of which the stem shoots up through the centres
ofthe leaves, and bears apendent blossom, some/
what like that of the imperial lily*The leaves are
thrown back from the stem with singular grace
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Fig: XX. and freedom, and foreshortened, as
if by a skilful painter, in the shals
low marble relief. Their arrange^
ment is roughly shown in the little
woodcut attheside (Fig: XX.); 8t
ifthe reader will simply try the ex^
periment forhimself, first, ofcovers
mg a piece of paper with crossed
lines, as if for accounts, and filling
all the interstices with any foliation
that comes into his head, as in Fig:
XIX. above; and then of trying
to fill the point of a gable with a
piece of leafage like that in Fig:XX.,putting the figure itselfaside,
he will presently find that more

2 thought and invention are required
to design this single minute pin^

■1y * nacle, than to cover acres ofground
_with English perpendicular.

have now, I believe, obtained
a sufficiently accurate knowledge
bothofthe spirit and form ofGo>
thic architecture; but it may, per^

I haps, be useful to the general rea>
der, if, in conclusion, I set down a

rew plain and practical rules for determining, in
every instance, whether a given building be good
Gotrlie or not, and, if not Gothic,whether its ar>
chitecture is ofa kind whichwill probably reward
the pains of careful examination.
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FIRST, Look if the roof rises in a steep gable,
high above the walls* If it does not do this, there
is something wrong: the building is not quite
pure Gothic, or has been altered*
SECONDLY, Look if the principal windows
and doors have pointed arches with gables over
them* If not pointed arches, the building is not
Gothic; if they have not any gables over them, it
is either not pure, or not first^rate*C If> however,
it has the steep roof, the pointed arch, and gable
all united, it is nearly certain to be a Gothic builds
insr °f a very fine time*
THIRDLY, Look if the arches are cusped, or
apertures foliated* If the building has met the
first two conditions,it is sure to be foliated some/
where; but, if not everywhere, the parts which
are unfoliated are imperfect, unless they are large
bearing arches, or small& sharp arches in groups,
forming a kindoffoliation by their own multiple
city, & relieved by sculpture and rich mouldings*
The upper windows, for instance, in the east end
of Westminster Abbey are imperfect for want of
foliation* If there be no foliation anywhere, the
building is assuredly imperfect Gothic*
FOURTHLY, If the building meets all the
first three conditions,look if its arches in general,
whether ofwindows and doors, or ofminor orna^
mentation, are carried on true shafts with bases
and capitals* Ifthey are, then, the building is as^
suredly of the finest Gothic style* It may still,
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The Nature perhaps, he an imitation* a feeble copy, or a bad
of Gothic example, of a noble style; but the manner of it,

having met all these four conditions, is assuredly
first-rate. C If its apertures have not shafts and
capitals, look if they are plain openings in the
walls, studiously simple, and unmoulded at the
sides; as, for instance, the arch in Plate XIX.,
p* 323, Vol* I* of the Stones of Venice* If so, the
building maystill be ofthe finest Gothic adapted
to some domestic or military service* But if the
sides of the window be moulded, and yet there
are no capitals at the spring of the arch, it is as¬
suredly ofan inferior school* C!This is all that is
necessary to determine whether the building be
of a fine Gothic style* The next tests to be ap¬
plied are in order to discover whether it be good
architecture or not; for it may be very impure
Gothic, and yetverynoble architecture; or it may
be very pure Gothic, & yet ifa copy, or originally
raised by an ungifted builder, very bad architec¬
ture* C If it belong to any of the great schools of
colour, its criticism becomes as complicated, and
needs as much care, as that ofa piece ofmusic, &
no general rules for it can be given; but ifnot:

IKST, See if it looks as if it had
been built by strong men; if it has
the sort of roughness, and large¬
ness, and nonchalance, mixed in
places with the exquisite tender¬
nesswhich seems always to be theto be the
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sign/manual ofthe broad vision, & massy power
of menwho can see past the work theyare doing,
and betrayhere and there something like disdain
for it* If tnebuilding has this character, it is much
already in its favour; it will go hard but it proves
a noble one* If it has not this, but is altogether
accurate,minute, and scrupulous in its workman*
ship, it must belong to either the very best or the
very worst ofschools: the very best, in which ex*
quisite design is wrought out with untiring and
conscientious care, as in the Giottesque Gothic;
or the very worst, in which mechanism has taken
the place of design* It is more likely, in general,
that it should belong to the worst than the best:
so that, on thewhole, very accurate workmanship
is to be esteemed a bad sign; and if there is noth*
ing remarkable about the building but its preci*
sion, it may be passed at once with contempt*

ECONDLY, Observe if it be
irregular, its different parts fitting
themselves to different purposes,
no one caring what becomes of
them, so that they do their work*
If one part always answers accur*

ately to another part, it is sure to be a bad build*
ing; and the greater and more conspicuous the ir*
regularities, the greater the chances are that it is
a good one* For instance, in the Ducal Palace, of
which a rough woodcut is given in Chap* VIII*
of the Stones ofVenice, the general idea is sternly
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The Nature, symmetrical; but two windows are lower than
of Gothic the rest of the six; and if the reader will count the

arches of the small arcade as far as to the great
balcony, he will find it is not in the centre, but
set to the right-hand side by the whole width of
one of those arches* We may be pretty sure that
the building is a good one; none but a master of
his craft would have ventured to do this*

HIRDLY, Observe if all the tra¬
ceries, capitals, & other ornaments
are of perpetually varied design*
Ifnot, the work is assuredly bad*

ASTLY, Read the sculpture*
Preparatory to reading it, you will
have to discover whether it is legi¬
ble (and, if legible, it is nearly cer¬
tain to be worth reading)* On a
good building, the sculpture is al¬

ways so set, and on such a scale, that at the ordi¬
nary distance from which the edifice is seen, the
sculpture shall be thoroughly intelligible and in¬
teresting* In order to accomplish this, the upper¬
most statues will be ten or twelve feet high, and
theupper ornamentationwill be colossal, increas¬
ing in fineness as it descends, till on the founda¬
tion it will often be wrought as if for a precious
cabinet in a king's chamber; but the spectator
will not notice that the upper sculptures are co-
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lossal. He will merely feel that he can see them
plainly, and make them all out at his ease.C And
havingascertainedthis,let him set himself to read
them* Thenceforward the criticism of the builds
ing is to be conducted precisely on the same prins
ciples as that of a book; and it must depend on
the knowledge, feeling, and not a little on the irts
dustry and perseverance of the reader, whether,
even in the case of the best works, he either pers
ceive them to be great, or feel them to be enters
taining.
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Appendix what is great in the heart, but by smoothing what
is coarse in the complexion* 1 here is nothing, I
believe, so vulgar, so hopeless, so indicative ofan
irretrievablybasemind,as this species of Purism*
Of healthy Purism carried to the utmost endure
able length in this direction, exalting the heart
first, ana the features with it, perhaps the most
characteristic instance I can give is Stothard's vi<
gnette to “Jorasse," in Roger's Italy; at least it
would be so if it could be seen beside a real group
of Swiss girls* The poems of Rogers, compared
with those of Crabbe, are admirable instances of
of the healthiest Purism and healthiest Natural.*
isminpoetry*The firstgreat NaturalistsofChrist
tian art were Orcagna and Giotto*
Note I, page 75* The best art either represents
the facts of its own day, or, if facts of the past, ex*
presses them with accessaries ofthe time inwhich
the workwas done* All good art, representingpast
events, is therefore full of the most frank anach^
ronism, and always OUGHT to be* Nopainter
has any business to be an antiquarian*We do not
want his impressions or suppositions respecting
things that are past* We want his clear assertions
respecting things present*
Note K,page 85* See the account of the meeting
atTalla Linns, in 1682, given in the fourth chapi¬
terofthe “ Heart of Midlothian*" At length they
arrived at the conclusion that “they who owned
(or allowed) such names as Monday, Tuesday,



January, February,& so forth, served themselves Appendix
heirs to the same if not greater punishment than
had been denounced against the idolaters ofold/'
Note L, page 86* See the beautiful description of
Florence in Elizabeth Browning^s “Casa Guidi
Windows,”which is not only a noble poem, but
the only book I have seen which, favouring the
Liberal cause in Italy, gives a just account of the
incapacities of the modern Italian*
Note M,page 92* Salisbury spire is only a tower
with a polygonal gabled roofof stone, and so also
the celebrated spires of Caen and Coutances*
Note N, page ioi* The reader is not to suppose
that Greek architecture had always, or often, flat
ceilings,because I call its lintel the roofproper* He
must remember I always use these terms of the
first simple arrangements ofmaterials thatbridge
a space; bringing in the real roof afterwards, if I
can* In the case ofGreek temples it would be vain
to refer their structure to the real roof, for many
were hypaethral, and without a roof at all* I am
unfortunately more ignorantof E gyptian roofing
than even of Arabian, so that I cannot bring this
school into the diagram: but the gable appears to
have been magnificently used for a bearing roof*
Vide Mr* Fergusson's section of the Pyramid of
Geezeh,"Principles of Beauty in Art, Plate I*,
and his expressions of admiration of Egyptian
roof masonry, page 201*
Note O, page m* Late, and chiefly confined to
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Appendix Northern countries, so that the two schools may
be opposed either as Early and Late Gothic, or
(in the fourteenth century; as Southern & Nor<
them Gothic*
Note P, page 117* In many of the best French
Gothic Churches, the groups offigures have been
all broken awayat the Revolution,without much
harm to the picturesqueness, though with griev✓
ous loss to the historical value ofthe architecture:
whereas, if from the niche at Verona we were to
remove its floral ornaments, and the statue be^
neath it, nothing would remain but a rude square
trefoiled shell, utterly valueless, or even ugly*
HE RE ends the NatureofGothic,byJohn Rus^
kin, printedby"William Morris at the Kelmscott
Press, Hammersmith, and published by George
Allen, 8, Bell Yard, Temple Bar, London, and
Sunnyside, Orpington.



 


